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ABSTRACT 
Many researches have been done for efficient computation of probabilistic queries posed 
to Bayesian networks (BN). One of the popular architectures for exact inference on BNs 
is the Junction Tree (JT) based architecture. Among all the different architectures 
developed, HUG1N is the most efficient JT-based architecture. The Global Propagation 
(GP) method used in the HUGIN architecture is arguably one of the best methods for 
probabilistic inference in BNs. Before the propagation, initialization is done to obtain the 
potential for each cluster in the JT. Then with the GP method, each cluster potential 
becomes cluster marginal through passing messages with its neighboring clusters. 
Improvements have been proposed by many researchers to make this message 
propagation more efficient. Still the GP method can be very slow for dense networks. As 
BNs are applied to larger, more complex, and realistic applications, developing more 
efficient inference algorithm has become increasingly important. Towards this goal, in 
this paper, we present some heuristics for initialization that avoids unnecessary message 
passing among clusters of the JT and therefore it improves the performance of the 
architecture by passing lesser messages. 
Keywords: Artificial intelligence, Bayesian network, Probabilistic inference, Junction 
tree, Probability Propagation, Reasoning under uncertainty. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Most of the real-world problem domains are almost always incomplete because not all 
the relevant variables and relationships are known. For this reason the models that most 
accurately reflect available knowledge are often probabilistic. In the early days of rule-
based programming, the most common methods used variants on probability calculus to 
combine certainty factors associated with applicable rules [Go 1961], [HM1989], 
[Chi 991]. Although it was recognized that certainty factors did not conform to the well-
established theory of probability and also the probabilistic techniques available at that 
time required specifying either an intractable number of parameters, or an unrealistic set 
of independence relationships, these probabilistic techniques were nevertheless favored. 
Thus real-world domains quite naturally lead to partial dependency graph models that are 
probabilistic [Chrl998], [SDLC1993]. 
'Graphical modeling language for representing uncertain relationships' is the 
"breakthrough" for which methods firmly based on probability theory have begun to gain 
acceptance in the computer-science and uncertain-reasoning communities. The graphical 
representation of probabilistic relationships among events has been the subject of 
considerable research [KJ1999], [Je2001]. A primary advantage of using a graphical 
representation of probabilistic relationships is the efficiency that results. Belief updating 
in dependence graphs has been studied in an axiomatic way within the frame of local 
computation in graphical structures, developed by Shafer and Shenoy [SSI988], 
[SSI990]. A particular type of probabilistic graphical representation, called Bayesian 
Networks (BN) [Pel986a], which is by far one of the most popular probabilistic graphical 
models. This knowledge representation has been termed differently in the literature. In 
addition to being called bayes-belief net [Pel986a]; they have been termed causal nets 
[Go 1961], [Go 1983], causal network [LSI988], probabilistic cause-effect models 
[Rol968], probabilistic causal networks [Col984], and influence diagrams [Shal986], 
[JJD1994]. 
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Bayesian Networks (BNs) are currently the dominant uncertainty knowledge 
representation and reasoning frame work in artificial intelligence (AI) [GH02]. Many 
methodologies have been proposed as the solution for reasoning with uncertainty, 
including certainty factor, fuzzy sets, dempster-shafer theory, and probability theory. The 
probabilistic approach of Bayesian network is now by far the most popular among all 
those alternatives, mainly due to a knowledge representation framework. The success of 
BNs relies on its capability of acquiring and representing conditional independency. The 
representation rigorously describes these relationships, yet includes a human-oriented 
qualitative structure that facilitates communication between a user and a system 
incorporating the probabilistic model. 
Probabilistic inference with BN is the task of computing the posterior probability 
distribution of each value of a node in BNs when values of other variables are known. A 
typical application of probabilistic inference involves constructing a probabilistic model, 
such as a BN, and then applying algorithms to the model to compute answers to 
probabilistic queries. Probabilistic queries are answers that are augmented with 
probabilistic estimates of the validity of the answers. Probabilistic answers to queries 
over uncertain data have been well studied in the literature [BH1986], [ChG1989]. 
[Col990]. There are two kinds of probabilistic inference presented in the literature. 
'Exact inference' means computing the exact posterior probability distribution and 
'Approximate inference' produces an inexact, but within small distance of the correct 
answer. Many researches have been done for efficient computation of exact probabilistic 
queries posed to BNs [LiD1994], [ZP1994], [Nel990], [Ne2003]. One of the well known 
techniques for exact inference for multiply connected BNs is clustering [ZY1998], 
[Le2000]. Among many inference algorithms, the most popular and commonly used 
exact BN inference algorithm is the Jensen's version [JLO1990] of the Lauritzen and 
Spiegelhalter's clique-tree propagation algorithm [LSI988]. In this algorithm, a BN is 
first converted into a secondary structure (called join tree or junction tree) and 
computations are done on that junction tree (JT) for probabilistic inference. The key step 
for this algorithm is message propagation or message passes between clusters or cliques 
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of the JT. There are two main architectures for propagating messages in a JT: the Shenoy-
Shafer architecture [SS1986] and the HUGIN [JLO1990], [AOJJ1989] architecture. 
Among all the well known architectures implementing the idea for propagating 
messages on JT, HUGIN architecture is probably one of the most efficient architectures 
in the field of uncertain reasoning [ParDar2003], [SalJ1997]. This architecture allows 
propagation of messages through the clusters of the JT. This message propagation is 
termed as the global propagation (GP) method by many researchers [SAS1994] [Hdar96], 
as this architecture performs probabilistic inference by propagating local information but 
maintaining the global properties (i.e. probability density over all the variables) of the 
original BN. Among various algorithms developed, the GP method used in the HUGIN 
architecture for performing message passing is well received and implemented [LSI988], 
[JLO1990], [LeShl998]. This propagation method of HUGIN works efficiently in terms 
of inference under uncertainty, but its performance degrades quickly for dense networks 
[PPGH1994]. Its complexity is exponential in the size of the largest cluster of the 
junction tree [Dar2003]. Thus, computationally exact inference can be extremely 
expensive. 
HUGIN architecture consists of four sequential steps: (1) transforming the BN 
into JT, (2) initialization on the JT, (3) propagating potentials on the JT, and (4) 
answering queries. Efficiency of the HUGIN architecture largely depends on the GP 
method [ParDar2003], [Dar2003]. In order to improve the efficiency of the HUGIN 
architecture, many modifications on the HUGIN architecture have been done by 
researchers [Dawl992], [SchS1998], [ParDar2003], [BZKPC2006]. All those existing 
modifications for faster inference mostly focus on the efficiency of the propagation 
phase. And in those works the initialization phase follows the same classical approach 
used in the HUGIN architecture. As the initialization is concerned with the formation of 
cluster potentials which are the main participants later in GP, this phase has a potentially 
significant impact on the subsequent propagation phase which consists of a lot of 
message passing. Thus, the improvement of the initialization can possibly also improve 
the performance of the GP method of HUGIN architecture. 
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Recently, by utilizing the semantic meaning of message propagation, Wu and Jin 
[WuJ2006] were able to propagate lesser number of messages that needed to be passed by 
HUG1N. Based on the appropriate initialization of the cluster potentials, the number of 
message passing can be lowered and the performance of the propagation method can be 
improved further by passing even lesser messages on the JT. Along with that, appropriate 
assignment of the cluster potentials will requires less computation by avoiding 
unnecessary messages exchange. This will eventually increase the computational 
efficiency of the algorithm and will lead towards faster inference. Towards the goal of 
faster inference, in this thesis, we present new heuristics for initialization that avoids 
unnecessary message passing between clusters of the JT, therefore it improves the 
performance of the architecture by passing lesser messages than the classical HUGIN 
approach and the Wu and Jin's method as well. 
In the following, the motivation of the thesis is first presented, after that the 
contribution of the thesis is highlighted, and the structures of the remaining chapters are 
outlined. 
1.1 Motivation 
Why bother with Uncertainty? 
An observation is a piece of knowledge about the exact state of the world. 
However, we usually do not have complete knowledge about the state of the world. 
Uncertainty is the lack of certainty, 'A state of having limited knowledge', where it is 
impossible to exactly describe existing state or future outcome, more than one possible 
outcome. Uncertainty arises in a variety of situations when our knowledge of the world is 
incomplete because of 
• not having enough information, 
• having unreliable information, 
• rules about the domain that are incomplete or even incorrect. 
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But to act in spite of this, we need to draw conclusions under uncertainty. Because 
of the incomplete information, the models that most accurately reflect available 
knowledge are often probabilistic. That is why 'reasoning with uncertain knowledge' and 
'belief have long been recognized as important research areas in artificial intelligence 
[Pel988], [Nel990], [Wal991], [ShPel998]. 
Why Bayesian network? 
Bayesian network (BN) is a graphical model that encodes probabilistic 
relationships among variables of interest. When used in conjunction with statistical 
techniques, the graphical model of BNs has several advantages for data analysis. One, 
because the model encodes dependencies among all variables, it readily handles 
situations where some data entries are missing. Two, a BN can be used to learn causal 
relationships, and hence can be used to gain understanding about a problem domain and 
to predict the consequences of intervention. Three, because the model has both a causal 
and probabilistic semantics, it is an ideal representation for combining prior knowledge 
(which often comes in causal form) and data. Four, Bayesian statistical methods in 
conjunction with BNs offer an efficient and principled approach for avoiding the over 
fitting of data. That is why BNs are becoming an increasingly important area for research 
and application in the entire field of artificial intelligence especially for reasoning under 
uncertainty [Pel988], [LiD1994], [ZP1994], [Ne2003]. A BN is a compact model 
representation for reasoning under uncertainty. The compactness and efficiency of BN 
models have been exploited to develop efficient algorithms for solving queries that 
require complex multi-factor analysis, such as: 
What position should a commodity trader take on frozen concentrated orange 
juice futures based on weather forecast predictions regarding the upcoming 
crop?., 
or 
What is the probability that a person applying for a loan will repay this loan 
given that we know the age, gender, income, and financial status? 
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Although there exists polynomial time inference algorithms for specific classes of 
BNs, i.e., trees and singly connected networks, in general both exact belief update and 
belief revision are NP-hard [Col997]. Furthermore, approximations of them are also NP-
hard [DL1993]. Given the NP-hard complexity results, one of the major challenges in 
applying BNs into real-world applications is the design of efficient inference algorithms 
working under real-time constraints for large probabilistic models [GH2002]. As real-
world BNs continue to grow larger and more complex, research efforts should be made 
towards investigating the possibilities to improve the performance of existing algorithms 
of probabilistic inference. 
Why HUGIN? 
Among many architectures that have been proposed for exact inference in the 
uncertain reasoning literature, junction-tree based architectures [LS1988], [J1988], 
[JLO1990] are the pioneer ones. Among all the architectures for propagating or passing 
messages on junction trees (JT), HUGIN architecture [LSI988], [JLO1990] is the most 
computationally efficient architecture for inferencing with Bayesian networks 
[LeShl998], [GH2002]. Also Dawid [Dawl992] and Cowell [CD1992] showed that 
HUGIN architecture certainly has a generalization beyond standard probability 
calculation. That is why it has been considered as one of the pioneer architectures for 
message propagation on JT in the uncertain reasoning literature. 
The computational cost of the JT based algorithms is in fact the cost of 
performing the message propagation in that tree, i.e. the efficiency of the algorithm 
largely depends on the efficiency of the propagation method [ParDar2003], [Dar2003]. 
Before the propagation method, initialization is done to compute the cluster potential of 
the clusters of the JT. Then, with the propagation method, each cluster potential becomes 
cluster marginal. In order to improve the efficiency of the JT based algorithm, many 
modifications on the HUGIN architecture have been done by researchers [Dawl992], 
[SchS1998], [ParDar2003], [BZKPC2006]. By utilizing the semantic meaning of the 
message passed, recently Wu and Jin [ WuJ2006] proved to avoid at most half number of 
message passing required by the HUGIN architecture. All these existing modifications 
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for faster inference mostly focus on the efficiency of the propagation phase. And in those 
works the initialization phase follows the same classical approach used in the HUGIN 
architecture. But from our observation, as the initialization phase is concerned with the 
formation of cluster potentials and those potentials actively participate in the propagation 
phase through message passing, this initialization phase has a potentially significant 
impact on the subsequent propagation phase to obtain the marginal probabilities of 
clusters. Thus, the improvement of the initialization can possibly also improve the 
performance of the GP method of HUGIN architecture. This presents both challenge and 
opportunity to develop efficient initialization heuristic that can lead towards better 
propagation and faster inference. 
1.2 Thesis Contribution 
This thesis is mainly concerned about improving the performance of the propagation 
method of the HUGIN architecture for exact inference using Bayesian network. The 
contributions of this thesis are as follows: 
The primary contribution of this thesis is that we have developed new heuristics 
for initialization of a cluster of JT of the renowned HUGIN architecture. From our 
observations and experiments, we reveal that HUGIN do not need to pass huge number of 
messages to achieve the marginality of the variables of a cluster. Marginality of clusters 
is dependent upon the CPDs of that cluster, and with the initialization phase CPDs are 
assigned to a cluster to form cluster potentials and therefore appropriate assignment of 
CPDs during the initialization phase will have a significant impact for calculation of 
marginality of clusters. Thus by informed initialization, our heuristics avoid unnecessary 
information exchange between clusters of the JT to achieve marginality which leads 
towards faster inference. Experimental results, carried out with all possible different data 
demonstrate that our heuristics can reduce the number of messages and time required to 
do exact inference with HUGIN architecture. 
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The second important contribution of this thesis is that, with the informed 
initialization heuristics, we have implemented the 'allocate separator marginals' (ASM) 
procedure proposed by Wu and Jin [WuJ2006]. Applying ASM before the propagation 
phase Wu and Jin had already proved to save at most half of the message passing than 
HUGIN. With this procedure, towards the goal of faster inference, our presented 
heuristics for initialization passes even lesser messages than using only ASM [WuJ2006] 
procedure in HUGIN and improves the performance of the HUGIN architecture more. 
At the end of our research, we have compared our heuristics with HUGIN 
architecture and ASM procedure, to find out the performance of HUGIN architecture 
with our proposed heuristics for initialization. The comparison is done in terms of time of 
initialization and propagation; number of message passing required, and number of 
operation needed for initialization. The experimental results obtained through this 
application indicate the effectiveness of our heuristics to improve the performance of the 
HUGIN architecture. 
1.3 Thesis Layout 
This thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2: Background: This chapter provides an introduction to the area that the 
proposed method builds upon. After giving the idea of reasoning under uncertainty and 
Bayesian network, the architecture of the junction tree based algorithms for exact 
inference on BN's is briefly explained. For this thesis, we focused on the HUGIN 
architecture and ASM approach [WuJ2006], for message propagations and therefore 
these two methods are explained in details in this chapter. Among all the steps injunction 
tree based algorithm, the initialization phase is specially emphasized, as this is the core 
area of the proposed modification. 
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Chapter 3: Related Works: This chapter gives brief history of junction tree based 
algorithms. Among all the different architectures, researches done with HUGIN 
architecture have only been highlighted in this chapter. 
Chapter 4: Proposed Approach: The proposed heuristics for efficient initialization are 
presented in details in this chapter. After defining the limitations with the conventional 
HUGIN architecture, the proposed heuristics are described briefly with a motivative 
example. 
Chapter 5: Implementation and Experiment: The details of all the implementations 
and experiments with results are presented in this chapter. Finally, these results are 
compared with the HUGIN architecture and the ASM procedure and the evaluations are 
obtained. 
Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Works: This final chapter highlights our 
contributions and brings conclusion with the sketch of possible future work. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
This chapter provides the background knowledge of which the proposed heuristics are 
based on. After explaining the idea of reasoning under uncertainty, brief notation and 
definition of Bayesian network and its probabilistic model to represent the reasoning 
under uncertainty are provided. After giving the general idea of junction tree based 
algorithms for Bayesian network, one of the most important propagation architecture for 
exact inference with Bayesian networks namely HUGIN is explained (in step by step 
manner). As an improvement on HUGIN, the allocate separator marginal (ASM) 
procedure for lesser message propagation in JT is also explained, as these two are the 
core area on which our proposed heuristics are built and proved. 
2.1 Reasoning under Uncertainty / Inference 
Reasoning is the cognitive process of looking for reasons for beliefs, conclusions or 
actions. An observation is a piece of knowledge about the exact state of the world. 
However, we usually do not have complete knowledge about the state of the world. There 
are some things we do not know for certain. When we make observations, or in some 
other way obtain additional knowledge about the state of the world, we use this 
knowledge to update our belief about the state of the world. This is a typical example of 
reasoning under uncertainty. 
Inference means "computing the answer for particular queries about the domain". 
It is the act or process of deriving a conclusion based solely on what one already knows. 
Bayesian Networks (BNs) are currently the dominant uncertainty knowledge 
representation and reasoning technique in artificial intelligence (AI) [GH02]. 
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2.1.1 Probabilistic inference with Bayesian networks 
Probabilistic inference is an area of artificial intelligence that applies probability theory to 
inform the decision-making process in the presence of uncertainty. A typical application 
of probabilistic inference involves constructing a probabilistic model, such as a Bayesian 
network, and then applying algorithms to the model to compute answers to probabilistic 
queries. Probabilistic inference consists of computing probabilities that are not explicitly 
stored by the reasoning system, such as computing marginal and conditional probabilities 
from the joint probability distribution. 
A BN can be considered as a probabilistic expert system in which the 
probabilistic knowledge base is represented by the topology of the network and the 
conditional probability distributions (CPDs) at each node. The main purpose of building a 
knowledge base is to use it for inference, i.e. computing the answer for particular queries 
about the domain. 'Probabilistic inference' or 'Belief updating' is one of the major tasks 
of BN inference. Probabilistic inference with BN is the task of computing the probability 
of each value of a node in BNs when other values are known. 
2.1.2 Methods of Probabilistic Inference 
Within BN there are two kinds of probabilistic inference presented in the literature: 
'Exact inference' and 'Approximate inference'. 
Exact inference means computing the exact posterior probability distribution. 
Exact inference is possible with singly connected network (polytree) and also with 
multiply connected network where it has to turn into an equivalent singly connected 
network (clustering is one of the ways to do so [AOJJ1989], [JOA1990], [JLO1990], 
[LeShl998]). Its complexity depends on the network type, for example, singly connected 
network can be efficiently solved than multiply connected network. Researchers 
described this inference method as a NP-hard problem. 
I I 
Approximate inference produces an inexact, bounded solution, but guarantees 
that the exact solution is within those bounds, i.e. not exact, but within small distance of 
the correct answer. 
Both exact and approximate inference can be performed on Bayesian network. 
Efficient computation of probabilistic queries posed on Bayesian networks has been one 
of the major concerns in the research area of Bayesian network [Pel988], [LiD1994], 
[ZP1994], [Nel990], [Ne2003]. All networks rely on inference algorithms to compute 
beliefs in the context of observed evidence. 
2.1.3 Algorithms for Inference using Bayesian network 
The algorithms for inference using BN can be categorized in terms of 
• Type of representation of BN (conditioning, variable eliminations, tree clustering) 
• Type of inference (exact and approximate) and 
• Type of network connections (single and multiple). 
2.1.3.1 Type of Representation of BN 
Based of the representation type, the algorithms for inference using BN are 
divided into three classes. 
The first class of algorithms is 'conditioning algorithms', as these algorithms are 
based on the notation of conditioning, or case analysis. The basic idea is when the value 
of a network variable is observed, the topology of the network can be simplified by 
deleting edges that are outgoing from that variable. To improve conditioning algorithm, 
researchers attempted to reduce the network into a tree structure and make it tractable. 
This is named as cutset conditioning [Pel988]. Conditioning algorithms like dynamic 
conditioning [Darl995], recursive conditioning [Dar2001] attempt to decompose the 
network into smaller networks. 
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Based on the notion of 'variable elimination' [ZP1994], the second class of 
algorithms for inference in Bayesian networks is defined. Variable elimination computes 
the marginal probability for some specified set of variables in a network. It eliminates (by 
integration or summation) the non-observed and non-query variables one by one by 
distributing the sum over the JPD, while maintaining the ability of the model to answer 
queries of interest. Many researches [SP1990], [Decl996], [ZP1996], [Coz2000] have 
been done to reduce the complexity of the algorithm by reducing the amount of work it 
takes to eliminate a variable, and modifying the order in which variables are eliminated. 
The third class of algorithms for inference in Bayesian networks is based on the 
notion of 'tree clustering' where the original Bayesian network is first converted into a 
cluster tree structure, known as a join tree or junction tree, and then tree-based inference 
is performed on the resulting junction tree. This class of algorithms gives more 
tractability of inference with respect to tree structures [SS1986], [Pel986a], [JLO1990]. 
Using this class many variables can be queried at one time and new evidence can be 
propagated quickly. 
2.1.3.2 Type of Inference 
Among the three classes of algorithms stated in the previous sub-section, the most 
common 'exact inference' methods are variable eliminations, cluster tree propagations 
and recursive conditioning. One of the most popular exact inference algorithms is the 
junction tree or clustering algorithm [LS1988], [JLO1990]. Neapolitan [Ne2003] 
provides a discussion on many Bayesian propagation algorithms. Although Cooper 
[Co 1987] showed that "exact belief propagation in Bayesian networks can be NP-hard", 
exact computation is practical for many problems of practical interest. Other exact 
methods include cutset conditioning [Pel986b], [Pel988], [SP1991] and symbolic 
probabilistic inference (SPI) [DAml990], [ShaD1990], etc. There exists many other 










Figure 2-1 Categories of Exact Inference Algorithms [GH2002]. 
Some complex applications are too challenging for exact inference, and require 
approximate solutions. Though Dagum and Luby [DL1993] proved that approximating 
probabilistic inference in BNs is NP-hard, many computationally efficient inference 
algorithms have been developed for approximate inference [DY2003], [FF1994], 






Figure 2-2 Categories of Approximate Inference Algorithms [GH2002]. 
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Probabilistic logic sampling is the first and simplest forward sampling algorithm 
for approximate inference, developed by Henrion [Henl988]. Other algorithms include 
likelihood weighting [SP1990], backward sampling [FF1994], adaptive importance 
sampling [CheD2000], and approximate posterior importance sampling [DY2003]. A 
review of approximate methods can be found in [DH1993]. 
2.1.3.3 Type of Networks 
© 
of x© 
Singly connected network Multiply connected network 
Figure 2-3 Different kinds of networks. 
Figure 2-3 shows two types of networks on which the message passing schema of 
JT based algorithms varies. When the network is singly connected (i.e. at most one 
distinct directed path between any two nodes), Kim and Pearl [KP1983] gives a 
conceptually simple scheme for passing messages along links between nodes in the 
causal probabilistic network. Unfortunately, not all real world problems can be modeled 
as a singly connected network, and a multiply connected network (i.e. more than one path 
between any two nodes may exist) is required in order to catch the facets of the domain. 
Several schemes are proposed in the literature such as reasoning by assumption 
[Pel986b], value preserving arc-reversing [Shal986], cut-set conditioning [Pel988] and 
bucket elimination [Decl996]. These algorithms allow the impact of evidence about one 
node to propagate to other nodes in multiply-connected trees which make Bayesian 
networks a reliable engine for probabilistic inference. 
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For more information about the algorithms of BNs, the prospective reader can 
find comprehensive coverage in a large and growing literature, such as [Pel988], 
[Nel990], [Ne2003], [Chl991], [Jel996], [Je2001], or [KN2003]. 
2.2 Bayesian network (BN) 
Informally, a Bayesian network consists of a graphical structure, i.e. a directed acyclic 
graph (DAG) representing conditional independencies and a set of conditional probability 
distributions (CPDs), whose product yields a joint probability distribution (JPD). 
Traditionally, a Bayesian network (BN) defined over a set U = {x,,...,x„} of 
variables is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) augmented with a set of conditional 
probability distributions (CPDs). More precisely, each variable x, in U is represented as 
a node in the DAG and is associated with a CPD p(xi | Fx) and where Fx denotes 
parents (also called Family) of node x, in the DAG of the BN. 
The numerical component of BNs is a set of CPDs i.e. for each variable x, e U, 
there exists a conditional probability distribution (CPD) p(xt \FX), where Fx, denotes 
parents (also called Family) of node x, in the DAG of the BN. These CPDs in BN will 
participate in the local computation for probabilistic inference. The product of the CPDs 
in a BN defines joint probability distributions (JPD) for that BN as: 
n 
p(U) = p(xt,..., x„) = Yl P(x, I FXi), 
where n is the total number of nodes present in the BN and p(xi \ Fx) is the CPD for 
variable x, (x eU) in the BN. We also call this factorization (in terms of CPDs) a 
Bayesian factorization. A Bayesian factorization can be considered as a JPD being 
factorized as a product of CPDs. 
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Example of Bayesian Network: 
p(a) Pid\ a) 
p(b\a) p(c\b,d) 
Figure 2-4 A Bayesian network (BN). 
Figure 2-4 shows an example of a Bayesian network with 4 nodes U = {a,b,c,d}, 
where each node is associated with a CPD to form the numerical component of the BN. 
For example, CPD for node a is p(a) and for node c is p(c\ b,d), as node b and d 
are the parents (family) of node c. So the JPD for the BN presented in figure 2-4 will be: 
p(abcd) = p(a).p(b \ a).p{c | b,d).p(d | a). 
Application of Bayesian networks: 
Bayesian networks provide "an overarching graphical framework" that brings together 
diverse elements of AI and increases the range of its likely applications to the real world. 
One of the most important features of Bayesian networks is the fact that they provide an 
elegant mathematical structure for modeling complicated relationships among random 
variables while keeping a relatively simple visualization of these relationships. Because 
of this feature, BN has been successfully applied to create consistent probabilistic 
representations of uncertain knowledge in diverse fields such as medical diagnosis 
[SFB1989], image recognition [BH1986], language understanding [ChG1989], search 
algorithms [KM 1989], and many others. Heckerman [HMW1995] and Chrisman 




In this thesis, we use upper case letters (U,V,W) to represent a set of discrete variables 
and lower case letters (x,y,z) to represent one discrete variable. p(x\Fx) is used to 
represent conditional probability distribution (CPD) of x given Fx, where Fx denotes 
parents (also called Family) of a node. p(U) is used to represent joint probability 
distribution (JPD) for a set of variable C/ = {x,,...,x„}. A potential (non negative 
function) over a set of variables U is denoted by <$v . 
Each node of a BN represents a variable in the directed acyclic graph of BN and 
thus the terms nodes and variables are often used interchangeably. 
2.4 Junction tree (JT) 
In graph theory, tree decomposition is a mapping of a graph into a tree that can be used to 
speed up solving certain problems on the original graph. In machine learning, tree 
decompositions are also called junction trees, cluster trees, or join trees [SalJ97], 
[SchS98]. 
A junction tree (or join tree) (JT) is an undirected tree constructed from a BN 
[HDarl996] whose nodes are clusters (also called cliques) of variables (from the original 
BN). A cluster is a maximal subgraph of the BN. Given two clusters injunction tree (JT), 
C, and Cj, every node on the path between them contains their intersection(Ci n C.). A 
Separator S(. in JT is associated with each edge and contains the variables in the 
intersection between neighbouring nodes. A JT must satisfy the following three 
properties. 
Junction tree properties: 
(1) Each cluster or clique Ci is a set of variables in the original Bayesian network; 
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(2) Each network variable x and its parents Fx (family of x) must appear together in 
at least one cluster C,; 
(3) For each pair of clusters (C, andCV) in JT that containx, all clusters on the path 
between C, and C. must contain x, (this property ensures that evidence 
propagate correctly; also because of this property a cluster tree becomes a 
junction tree. This property is known as running intersection property). 
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Figure 2-5 (a) A BN. (b) Corresponding Junction tree. 
Figure 2-5(b) shows an example of a junction tree with 3 clusters and 5 nodes 
from the BN shown in figure 2-5(a), where the oval shape boxes represent the clusters of 
the junction tree and the rectangle boxes represent the separators. Each clusters contains 3 
nodes from the BN given in figure 2-5(a) and between every two nodes, an undirected 
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edge connecting the two nodes contains the separator (common nodes) of the neighboring 
clusters. For example, the edge between the two neighboring clusters, Cl = {a,b,c} and 
C2 ={b,c,d) contains the separatorSn = (C, r\C2) = {b,c}. If we consider the 
properties of JT, this example satisfies all of them. 
In JT based algorithms, each cluster of a junction tree is associated with CPDs of 
nodes from the original BN and by multiplying these CPDs of a particular cluster we get 
the potential defined over the cluster or its subset. The next section addresses conversion 
of the conditional probability distributions of a BN into potentials in a junction tree 
model and how to perform belief updating (refers to the computation carried out to 
update the belief before any observation is made i.e. prior belief to posterior belief i.e. 
belief after the observation) by passing potentials as concise messages in a junction tree. 
2.5 Junction tree based Propagation Algorithm 
A probabilistic expert system (PES) provides an efficient method for specifying and 
handling the joint probability distribution of finite random variables [LS1988]. Such a 
PES is typically specified as probabilistic network, relating properties of conditional 
independence among the variables to a DAG with vertex set. A process of compilation, 
involving various specialized manipulations (moralization, triangulation, etc.) is then 
performed on this structure in order to render it amenable to the application of simple 
algorithms [LS1988]. The overall effect of compilation is to produce a new, higher-level 
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Figure 2-6 Block Diagram of JT Algorithm. 
Figure 2.6 shows the block diagram of the JT algorithms. The first step of this 
algorithm is to construct the JT from the original Bayesian network. The premises 
underlying the construction of JT is that, while the overall problem is too large for 
calculating and updating probabilities, the individual clusters are of manageable size. The 
general idea behind this is that because of the representation, the propagation of evidence 
through the network can be carried out more efficiently. JT based propagation algorithm 
is also referred to as the fastest algorithm for most applications in the literature [Chl991]. 
JT based propagation algorithm consists of four steps: (1) transforming a BN into 
a junction tree, (2) initializing the clusters of the JT to from cluster potential, (3) 
propagating potentials in the network, and (4) answering a query. These steps are 
explained below: 
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2.5.1 Junction tree from Bayesian network 
1. Moralization 
In the moralization step, a directed acyclic graph (or DAG) is converted into an 
undirected graph, so a uniform treatment of directed and undirected graphs is possible. A 
moral graph is obtained by linking the parents of each node and dropping the 
directionality of the edges in DAG. 
2. Triangulation 
The triangulation step determines the "elimination" order of the graph. 
Triangulation means looking at the undirected graph for cycles from a variable to itself 
going through a sequence of other variables. Triangulating a graph means there should be 
no cycle in that graph with length greater than three. It is done by adding undirected 
edges so that there are no such cycles. Triangulation is essential to producing clusters of 
variables that are trees. Finding the "best" triangulation is NP-hard [MR2006]. 
3. Construct the junction tree 
Given a triangulated graph, a junction tree is constructed by forming a maximal 
spanning tree (a tree of a connected graph composed of maximal set of edges but contains 
no cycle) from the clusters in that triangulated graph. A cluster tree (is a tree where nodes 
are cluster and there is a single path between every pair of clusters) is constructed with 
separators. A cluster tree is a junction tree if and only if it has the running intersection 
property of the junction tree properties. 
EXAMPLE of JT Construction: 
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Figure 2-7 (a) A simple BN. (b) The Moral Graph, (c) The Triangulated Graph. 
(d) JT is constructed. 
Figure 2-7 shows all the steps of construction of the JT from a simple BN i.e. 
figure 2-7(a). As of first step, during the moralization shown in figure 2-7(b), the BN is 
first converted into an undirected graph (by removing arrow heads) and then the parents 
of node e is joined as they are not joined before. The next step is triangulation which is a 
representation based on a number of maximally connected subgraphs (figure 2-7(c)), 
which formed the basis of the local representation, and are connected such that the global 
properties (parent-child relationships and the potential of the BN) are preserved. 
After the triangulation is done, clusters are formed as 
C, =(a,b,c), 
C2=(b,c,d), 
C3 = (c,d,e). 
The ordering of edges is achieved by considering their position in the original DAG, 
such that if JC.= child (x,) thenj > / . Now construction of the JT starts with the last 
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cluster and connects this to the predecessor cluster which shares the largest number of 
common nodes and so on. If two clusters share some variables, then the edge connecting 
them carries that variable, called separator. Hence the JT is formed as in figure 2-7(d). 
After the construction of the DAG, each cluster in this representation is associated 
with a cluster potential and this step is known as initialization in the JT algorithm. 
2.5.2 Initialization on the Junction tree 
After the JT is built, the initialization phase of the HUGIN architecture sets up the initial 
potentials for the clusters of the JT. In particular, the CPD of each node from the original 
BN is assigned to a cluster that possesses the node itself and its parents. Then, within 
each cluster, these CPDs assigned are multiplied together to form one single potential for 
the cluster i.e. the set of CPDs p(x | Fx) associated with a cluster C, are in standard JT 
architectures combined to form the initial cluster potential <I>, as: 
The potentials of separators are initialized to unity. 
The initialization step proceeds as follows [HDarl996]: 
• For each separator Si, assign potential with values equal to 1: O
n
s7 <- 1. 
• For each random variable x in U, perform the following: 
o Assign to a cluster C, that contains x and family of x; call Ft (also call 
the parent ofx). The potential of the cluster will be: 
OT<-^f''.p(.x\Fx). 
o If x and Fx is a subset of two or more clusters, then arbitrarily assign the 
CPD ofx, i.e. p(x | Fx)to one of the clusters. 
• If no CPD is assigned to a cluster then assign 1: O "ew <-1. 
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EXAMPLE of Initialization in JT: 
p(h) p{c I h) p{t | c) 
C, 
c,h 




Figure 2-8 (a) The BN. (b) Corresponding JT with initialized CPDs. 
Figure 2-8 (a) shows a simple BN and the corresponding JT for this BN is 
presented in figure 2-8 (b). The JPD of the given BN is: 
pic,h,t) = pic | h).pih).pit | c). (1) 
In the JT, each cluster {C^C2} has two nodes from the original BN i.e. 
C, = {c,h} and C2 = {t,c}, and the edge between them contains the common node of the 
two clusters i.e. Su = {c}. According to initialization procedure, CPD for node h, i.e. 
pih) is assigned to cluster C, where it is itself present and CPD for node c i.e. pic \ h) 
is also assigned to cluster C, as the node itself and its parent (i.e. node h from the 
original BN in figure 2-8(a)) both are present in cluster C,. Following the same 
procedure CPD for node / i.e. pit \ c) is assigned to cluster C2. So the potentials for 
cluster C, and C2 are 
<J>, <- pic | h).pih) and 
<D2 < - / ? ( c / | c ) . 
And the potential for the separator Sn is assigned to 1, i.e. 012 <—1 . The joint 
probability distribution over all the variables is simply the product of cluster potentials, 
i.e. 
pic,h,t) = 0>,.(D2 - pic | h).pih).pit | c), 
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which is exactly the global property i.e. JPD which is obtained (equation (1)) from the 
original Bayesian network given in figure 2-8(a). 
After the initialization step, message propagation step transforms the cluster 
potentials into cluster marginals. One of the prime applications of the propagation 
algorithms in Bayesian networks is to evaluate marginal distributions of variables, 
perhaps conditional on values (evidence, findings) of some other variables in the 
network. 
2.5.3 Message Propagation on the Junction tree 
A cluster from which propagation starts is called as root cluster. The JT based algorithm 
can be regarded as proceeding by the propagation of messages through the junction tree, 
involving only two adjacent edges. The core step is message propagation which consists 
of two phases of operation. Computations are done by each cluster and by each separator 
in the junction tree [LeShl998] where each cluster and each separator in the junction tree 
stores a potential. At all times the joint potential is equal to the product of the potentials 
at the clusters divided by the product of the potentials at the separators. The basic 
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Figure 2-9 JT with initialized CPDs. 
For example, in figure 2-9, the cluster C2 absorbs from the cluster C, as follows: 
The potential p(c \ h).p(h) at C, is reduced (through the marginal operation) to a 
potential p(c) over the separator Su ={c). The message is then sent to the cluster C2, 
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which updates its own potential to the product/?(/1 c).p{c). Note that, before the 
absorption, neither p(c) nor p{t) can be obtained at the cluster C2. However, after the 
absorption, both of them can be computed locally atC2. 
With the propagation phases the junction becomes consistent with each cluster 
containing the joint probability distribution for the variables it contains. In JT based 
probabilistic model, we make inferences by computing the marginal of the joint 
probability distribution for the variables of interest. 
2.6 Message Propagation Schemas 
A message propagation scheme is used to compute the marginals. Queries can then be 
answered very fast. By using junction trees as the computational structure, in the 
uncertain reasoning literature, there are three well known architectures for message 
passing on the junction tree. They are: 
o The Shenoy-Shafer Architecture [SS1990], 
o The Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter Architecture [LSI988], 
o The HUG1N Architecture [JOL1990]. 
Each of these architectures has a junction tree as underlying computational 
structure. There is no big difference between the Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter Architecture 
and the HUGIN Architecture. On the other hand, Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter showed that 
HUGIN is more computationally efficient than Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter's architecture 
[LeShl998]. Thus the HUGIN and Shenoy-Shafer architectures are the two variations for 
message passing on the junction tree based algorithm, which exhibit different tradeoffs 
with respect to efficiency and query answering power. Lauritzen et al. [LSI988] and 
Jensen [JLO1990] described HUGIN as one of the efficient inference engine for 
computing posterior probability based on observed evidence. Park and Darwiche 
[ParDar2003] also claimed that HUGIN architecture is more time-efficient than the 
Shenoy-Shafer architecture. 
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In order to improve the efficiency of the HUGIN architecture, many modifications 
have been done by researchers [Dawl992], [SchS1998], [ParDar2003], [BZKPC2006]. 
Recently, by utilizing the semantic meaning of message passing, with allocate separator 
marginal (ASM) procedure; Wu and Jin [WuJ2006] were able to pass much lesser 
number of messages than that of by HUGIN. They investigated the message passed 
algebraically, and by using the semantics of the messages they revealed that the messages 
passed are not mere potentials, but in fact separator marginals or factors in their 
factorizations. 
For this thesis, we have taken HUGIN architecture as our basis to improve the 
performance of the junction tree based propagation algorithms, as this architecture is 
considered as the efficient architecture for computing belief in JT. As ASM procedure 
improves the performance of HUGIN architecture by lowering the number of message 
passing required by HUGIN, HUGIN architecture and ASM procedure are the grounds 
on which this thesis is focused. These two approaches are explained in the following 
subsections. 
2.6.1 HUGIN Architecture 
After the construction of the JT and initialization phase, in the HUGIN architecture each 
separator holds a single potential over the separator variables which initially is a unity 
potential. During propagation phase the separator and cluster potentials are updated. 
The HUGIN architecture performs probabilistic inference by passing messages 
around JT and propagating the global effects of local information. Because the clusters 
share nodes with its neighbors, consistent probability measures must be obtained. Thus 
global properties (for example, JPD of the original BN) are preserved while computation 
can proceed on local subgraphs (i.e. clusters of JT). Thus the propagation method for 
passing messages between clusters in a junction tree is known as the Global Propagation 
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(GP) method [SAS1994], [HDarl996]. The GP method used in the HUGIN architecture 
is arguably one of the best methods for probabilistic inference in Bayesian networks 
[HDarl996]. 
Then the GP method begins by choosing an arbitrary cluster as root. A root 
cluster is the one with which propagation starts. A JT with n clusters performs 2 x (n -1) 
message passes starting from the leaves, divided into two phases. When a cluster receives 
messages from all its neighbors except that one towards the root, it is allowed to send a 
message upwards, and so on until the root cluster has received messages from all its 
neighbors. This is called the COLLECT-EVIDENCE. Now the root cluster sends a 
message to all its neighbors, and every cluster receiving a message itself, sends another 
one to all its neighbors except the one from which received the message, and so on until 
the leaves are reached. This last phase is called DISTRIBUTE-EVIDENCE. When a 
cluster C, passes a message to cluster C2 (or C2 absorbs the message from C,) it means 
a two-step computation: 
(1) Updating the separator cluster On by setting 0>"2
CT' = ( £ Q_Su 0C | )/q>£ ; 
(2) Updating the cluster potential Q™ = <Df * O™". 
The potential <DI2 is the so-called "message" passed from cluster C, to cluster C2 
in the JT. Obviously, <bn in general is just a non-negative function. The sequence of the 
single message pass is shown in figure 2-10. 
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Figure 2-10 Single message pass by HUGIN architecture. 
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The result of global propagation is that each cluster passes its information to all 
other clusters in the cluster tree. A cluster can only pass a message to a neighbor after the 
cluster has received messages from all of its other neighbors [Dawl992]. This ensures 
consistency of the cluster tree when global propagation is completed. Marginal 
probabilities for individual variables can then be obtained from the clusters. 
HUGIN architecture needs to send 2 x (n -1) (where n is the number of clusters 
in the JT) number of messages to achieve the consistency of the JT. But by utilizing the 
semantics of the messages with allocate separator marginals (ASM) procedure Wu and 
Jin [WuJ2006] successfully avoided passing up to half of the messages that could have 
had to be passed by the GP method. This procedure is explained in the next section. 
2.6.2 Allocate Separator Marginal (ASM) Procedure 
By studying the factorizations of a JPD defined by a BN before and after the GP method 
is performed, Dan Wu and Karen Jin [WuJ2006] investigated the messages passed 
algebraically, and revealed that the messages passed are separator marginals or factors in 
their factorizations. By utilizing the revealed semantics of the messages they successfully 
avoided passing up to half of the messages that could have had to be passed by the GP 
method. They named the procedure as 'Allocate Separator Marginals' (ASM) 
[WuJ2006]. 
For any random variable x, in U = {x,,..., xn} in a BN, 
Step 1. Suppose the CPD of x, i.e. /?(x, \ Fx) is assigned to a cluster Ck to form <Dt. If 
the variable x, appears in a separator Skj between Ck and Cy, then draw a small arrow 
originating from xt in the separator Skj pointing to the cluster C.. If variable x, also 
appears in other separators in the junction tree, draw a small arrow on xi in those 
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separators and point to the neighboring cluster away from cluster Ck 's direction. Repeat 
this for each CPD p{x, \ Fx) where /' = {l,...,n} of the given BN. 
Step 2. Examine each separator Stl in the junction tree, if the variables in Stj all pointing 
to one neighboring cluster, then the separator marginal piS^) will be allocated to that 
neighboring cluster otherwise, p(St/) has to be factorized so that the factors in the 
factorization can be assigned to appropriate cluster indicated by the arrows in the 
separator. 
The Result of applying the ASM procedure to the junction tree will be: 
> If all variables in the same separator are pointing to the same neighboring cluster, 
that means the separator marginal as a whole (without being factorized) will be 
allocated to the neighboring cluster. And during the propagation phase if p{Stj) 
as a whole is allocated to C., then message mi_yj = p(Sy) and m(<_y = 1. 
> If the variables in the separator are pointing to different neighboring clusters, that 
means the separator marginal has to be factorized before the factors in the 
factorization can be allocated according to the arrow, i.e. if p(Sy) has to be 
factorized (following a topological ordering of variables in Stj), then ml^j = the 
product of factors allocated to Cj and /w, . = the product of factors allocated 
toC,. 
Thus one cluster only needs to multiply the originally assigned CPDs of a cluster 
with the allocated separator marginal(s) or the factors in its (their) factorization(s) 
suggested by the procedure ASM, in order to obtain the cluster marginal. The other 
messages passed by the GP method are identity as function 1, which has no effect on the 
receiving clusters. This approach of ASM helps to save at most half number of messages 
that needed to be sent by HUGIN. 
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EXAMPLE ASM Procedure: 
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Figure 2-11 (a) A BN. (b) JT with initialized CPDs. 
Figure 2-11(a) shows a simple BN and the corresponding JT is given in figure 2-
11(b). The procedure ASM is illustrated using Figure 2-11(b). 
During the initialization phase, the CPD of c i.e. p(c \ a) is assigned to a cluster 
Cac to form <I>C (ac). The variable c appears in a separator between Cac and Ccdf, so by 
following the ASM procedure, a small arrow is drawn originating from Cac in the 
separator Sc pointing to the cluster Ccdf. Following the same rule, CPD for variable / 
will be assigned to Cfh. As variable / appears in more than one separators in the 
junction tree, so a small arrow will be drawn from those separators and point to the 
neighboring cluster away from cluster CJh 's direction. 
Now if all variables in the same separator are pointing to the same neighboring 
cluster, that means the separator marginal as a whole (without being factorized) will be 
allocated to the neighboring cluster, so the separator marginal p(c), p(de), p{f) and 
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p(ef) (figure 2-11(b)) will be allocated to cluster C{cdf),C{def) and C(efg) respectively. 
But if the variables in the separator are pointing to different neighboring clusters, that 
means the separator marginal has to be factorized before the factors in the factorization 
can be allocated according to the arrow. For example, the separator marginal p(df) has 
to be factorized so that the factor p(d) is allocated to cluster C(cdf) and p(f \ d) will be 
allocated to cluster C(def). 
The separator marginal p(df) is decomposed as p(df) = p(d).p(f \d). It is 
important to note that the factorization p(df) = p(d).p(f \ d) does not follow the 
topological ordering of the variables d and f (d should precede / in the ordering) 
with respect to the original DAG, in which / is a descendant of d. 
Now from the figure 2-11(b) (arrows indicates the direction of the messages) we 
can see that after only 8 message passes the cluster potential will become cluster 
marginal, on the other hand with the GP method of HUGIN, 2 x (6-1) = 10 message 
passes were needed to achieve the marginality of cluster. Thus ASM procedure saves 4 
message passes that needed to be passed by the HUGIN architecture. 
2.7 Marginality of Clusters 
A typical application of probabilistic inference involves constructing a probabilistic 
model, such as a Bayesian network, and then applying algorithms to the model to 
compute answers to probabilistic queries. Probabilistic inference consists of computing 
probabilities that are not explicitly stored by the reasoning system, such as computing 
marginal and conditional probabilities from the joint probability distribution. 
The main goal of message passing is to transform the cluster potentials into 
cluster marginals after assigning all the CPDs from the original BN to an appropriate 
cluster. As CPD can be expressed in terms of marginals, one can always transform a 
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Bayesian factorization into a marginal factorization [WWu2004]. Also in probability 
theory and statistics, the marginal distribution of a subset of a collection of random 
variables is the probability distribution of the variables contained in that subset. . 
According to the Global Propagation (GP) method in the traditional HUGIN 
architecture, during the time of initialization, with the assignment of CPDs, every cluster 
in the junction tree is associated with a cluster potential. During the course of 
propagation, after receiving all messages from its neighbors, these cluster potentials 
transform into cluster marginals. Thus HUGIN architecture needs 2 x (n -1) messages to 
obtain the marginality of a cluster. . But with the ASM procedure, Wu and Jin revealed 
that, the product of the messages received by every cluster in the GP method equals to the 
product of all separator marginals. Thus one cluster only needs to multiply the originally 
assigned CPDs of a cluster with the allocated separator marginal(s) or the factors in its 
(their) factorization(s) suggested by the procedure ASM in order to obtain the cluster 
marginal. This approach of ASM helps to save at most half number of messages that 
needed to be sent by HUGIN. 
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3. RELATED WORKS 
In this chapter, after representing the brief history of uncertain reasoning with Bayesian 
network, we provide the related works regarding the JT based inference algorithms. We 
only focused on the researches done with the HUGIN architecture as it is the basis of this 
thesis. 
Reasoning under uncertainty is an important issue in artificial intelligence because 
human and computer agents must make decisions on what actions to take without 
knowing the exact state of the world and without being able to precisely predict the 
outcomes of actions. Influence diagram were introduced by Howard and Matheson 
[HoMal981] as formalism to model decision problems with uncertainty for a single 
decision maker. Pearl was one of the pioneers who helped Bayesian methods for 
uncertain reasoning becoming popular in the artificial intelligence community. His text 
book [Pel988] contains a wealth of material, from introducing probability theory and 
arguments for its use; axiomatic for graphical models; Markov properties; etc, to 
propagation in singly connected DAGs (i.e. prior to the development of junction trees 
based algorithms). A good collection of papers on uncertain reasoning is provided by 
Shafer and Pearl [ShPel990] which covers not only probabilistic reasoning but also other 
formalisms for handling uncertainty. This also contains good overviews by the editors 
explaining the historical significance of the selected papers. 
The knowledge base of a probabilistic expert system is usually represented by a 
Bayesian network. Most of the knowledge engineering tools used in the development of 
probabilistic expert systems do not carry out the inference process directly over the 
network, but in a secondary graphical structure called a junction tree. In recent years, 
there have been intense research efforts to develop efficient methods for probabilistic 
inference on Bayesian networks [DH1993], [DL1993], [UD1994], [Decl996]. A number 
of different exact methods have been proposed and implemented to solve this general 
class of problems [Col987], LS1988], [JLO1990], [Darl995], [HDarl996]. Algorithms 
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for tree structure BNs and singly connected BNs were designed first. In 1982, Pearl first 
developed an algorithm featuring message-passing for carrying out probabilistic 
inference in tree structure BNs. The following year Kim and Pearl [K.P1983] extended the 
algorithm to singly connected BNs. These results were summarized in [Pel986a]. Within 
the frame of local computation in graphical structures, propagation of belief in 
dependence graphs has been studied in an axiomatic way by Shafer and Shenoy 
[SSI988], [SSI990]. Later Cano, Delgado and Moral [CDM1993] expanded this scheme 
introducing some new axioms that allow, for instance, conditioning. 
In 1987, Cooper showed that 'probabilistic reasoning using Bayesian networks is 
NP-hard' [Col987]. However, there exist many architectures and algorithms for 
computing all the exact posterior probabilities in a Bayesian network efficiently for many 
networks. Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter [LSI988] first proposed the local computation 
method for exact inference as an alternative architecture for computing marginal that 
applies to any Bayesian network. Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter's methods involve the 
extraction of an undirected triangulated graph from the DAG in the causal network, and 
the creation of a tree whose vertices are the clusters of the triangulated graph. Such a tree 
is called a join-tree, junction-tree, cluster tree or clique tree. But their method was not 
computationally feasible if a large cluster is present in the junction tree. Improving this, 
Jensen, Lauritzen and Olesen [JLO1990] described an elegant and efficient object-
oriented version of the former scheme to calculate probability and takes account of the 
effect of new evidence in probability expert system like junction tree. This has been 
implemented by Jenson et al. [AOJJ1989] in the expert system shell HUGIN, a software 
tool developed by the same group. Since then this architecture is renowned as HUGIN 
(stands for 'Handling Uncertainty in General Inference Network') architecture. It was 
initially described for computing marginals of probability distributions [JOA1990], 
[JLO1990] by local computation; then it was extended to a more general setting by 
Lauritzen and Jensen [LJ1996] so that it is more widely applicable to domains that satisfy 
some axioms. Extending the HUGIN shell, Olesen, Lauritzen, and Jensen [JL01992] also 
described a new tool aHUGIN, for creating adaptive systems. Lauritzen and Jensen 
[LJ1996] proved the propagation of belief can be performed in these architectures. 
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The junction tree (JT) is a set of clusters and clusters are a set of compound 
variable, and the complexity of inference is exponential to the size of such compound 
variables. Hence, the first step in such algorithms is to build a good junction tree, one 
which minimizes the size of the largest compound variable. Enormous research has been 
done to produce an optimum junction tree [KJ1990], [JJ1994], [JJD1994], [LKPM1997], 
[WWuB2002]. 
After the optimum junction tree is built, the key step for the JT based algorithm is 
message propagation between clusters. The basic version of message passing schema in 
JT based algorithms is Shenoy-Shafer architecture [SSI990]. They described an abstract 
framework and axioms under which exact local computation of marginals is possible. 
The Shenoy-Shafer architecture is a very general architecture used in the framework of 
valuation networks. But Lauritzen et al. [LSI988] and Jensen et al. [JLO1990] described 
HUGIN as one of the efficient inference engine for computing posterior probability based 
on observed evidence. 
Dawid [Dawl992] described generalization of the HUGIN architecture and 
modified it to perform numerous other tasks, including maximization of the joint 
distribution and simultaneous 'fast retraction' of evidence entered on several variables. 
This generalized algorithm and many of its extensions have been incorporated into the 
experimental shell BA1ES by [CD1992]. 
To develop an efficient method for probabilistic inference, Shachter et al. 
[SAS1994] introduced a solution method named as 'clustering method' as a variant of the 
HUGIN architecture. This clustering algorithm also interpreted to a hybrid algorithm 
which combined Jensen's [JLO1990] method with loop-cutset conditioning. Their 
approach provides new opportunities for parallel processing, and in the case of sequential 
processing, a tradeoff of time for memory. 
A computational system called dHUGIN for reasoning about dynamic time-sliced 
systems using Bayesian networks is presented by [KJ1995]. dHUGIN allows description 
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of non-linear, discrete multivariate dynamic systems with complex conditional 
independence structures. Inferences are formulated in terms of the well-known message 
passing scheme injunction trees [JLO1990] and the system has been implemented on top 
of the Hugin shell [AOJJ1989] 
In 1996, Huang and Darwiche [HDarl996] provided a self-contained, procedural 
guide for the junction tree method which was described in step-by-step manner. In their 
description, once the junction tree is built, the original DAG is no longer referred and 
probabilities in the original causal network are updated by passing messages among the 
vertices in that tree. Therefore the method is referred as 'probability propagation in trees 
of clusters' (PPTC). 
In 1997, Bessing, Kohlas and Lehmann [BKL1997] proposed a new architecture 
names as 'fast-division architecture' which is similar to HUGIN and Lauritzen and 
Spiegelhalter's [LSI988] architecture but the division operation for that architecture is 
performed more efficiently to speed up the computation. 
Madsen and Jensen [MJ1998] improved the efficiency of algorithms using 
secondary structures for probabilistic inference in Bayesian networks by exploiting the 
independences relations induced by evidence and the direction of the links in the original 
network to reduce both time and space costs. They called this method lazy propagation as 
the bulk of the method is lazy evaluation of the potentials for clusters and separators. In 
the lazy propagation architecture potentials associated with a cluster of JT are not 
combined to form cluster potential. Instead a decomposition of each cluster and separator 
potential is maintained and potentials are only combined when necessary. This 
architecture often detects the situation in which the divisions are unnecessary. The lazy 
propagation schema reduces both space and time of the inference process compared to 
HUGIN and often propagates evidence faster than HUGIN. 
The efficiency of algorithms for probabilistic inference in Bayesian networks can 
be improved by exploiting independence of causal influence. The factorized 
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representation of independence of causal influence offers a factorized decomposition of 
certain independence of causal influence models. In 1999, Madsen and D'Ambrosio 
[MD1999] described how lazy propagation - a junction tree based inference algorithm -
can easily be extended to take advantage of the decomposition offered by the factorized 
representation. And how the factorized representation can be used to solve tasks such as 
calculating the maximum a posteriori hypothesis, the maximum expected utility, and the 
most probable configuration. 
In 1998, Schmidt and Shenoy [SchS1998] proposed a modification to the HUGIN 
architecture where by combining valuations on a binary basis they reduced the amount of 
multiplications needed by HUGIN. This was named as binary HUGIN in the literature 
and proved to be more efficient than the traditional HUGIN method. In the same year 
Zhang and Yan [ZY1998] explored the role of independence of causal influence (ICI) 
(first introduced by Heckerman in 1993) in Bayesian network inference which allows one 
to factorize a conditional probability table into smaller pieces. They described a method 
for exploiting the factorization in cluster tree propagation (CTP) and presented empirical 
results showing that the resulting algorithm is significantly more efficient than the 
combination of CTP and previous techniques for exploiting ICI [ZP1996]. 
For efficient commutation of answers to probabilistic queries Darwiche 
[Dar2003] presented a new approach based on representing the network using a 
polynomial and by differentiating this polynomial, answers can be retrieved. Their 
approach subsumes the junction tree approach and lifts its basic characteristics to a more 
general framework and revealed that tree-clustering algorithms provide the largest 
amount of probabilistic information about the given Bayesian network. 
Though the HUGIN architecture is more time-efficient on arbitrary junction tree 
than Shenoy Shafer architecture [SSI990], but this efficiency, however, comes at the 
price of limiting the number of queries the HUGIN architecture is capable of answering. 
Highlighting this problem of HUGIN, in 2003, Park and Darwiche [ParDar2003] 
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presented a simple algorithm which retains the efficiency of the HUGIN architecture and 
enjoys the query answering power of the Shenoy-Shafer architecture. 
Recently, Borsotte et al. [BZKPC2006] proposed a mean-covariance propagation 
algorithm with second-order uncertainties based on the Junction tree propagation for 
standard BNs. For their algorithm they extended the representation of conditional 
dependencies and adopt the JT algorithm to design innovation procedure to conduct 
message propagation and query answering. Their algorithms can efficiently produce 
high-quality inference results. They developed a lazy propagation engine featuring 
several optimization techniques. This has proven so far to be 30 times faster, on average, 
than the HUGIN-based engine. 
Dan Wu and Karen Jin [WuJ2006] investigated the messages passed 
algebraically, by studying the factorizations of a joint probability distribution defined by 
a Bayesian network before and after the GP method is performed, and revealed that the 
messages passed are separator marginals or factors in their factorizations. By utilizing the 
revealed semantics of the messages they successfully avoided passing up to half of the 
messages that needed to be passed by the GP method. They named the procedure as 
allocate separator marginals (ASM). 
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4. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION AND SOLUTION 
In this chapter, informed initialization heuristics for cluster potentials are presented which 
results in lesser number of messages needed to be passed in the HUGIN architecture by 
the GP method and also by the ASM procedure. Before presenting the proposed 
heuristics, the limitations of the classical initialization approach of HUGIN are described 
and a motivative example is presented. Explanations of the heuristics are then provided. 
4.1 Limitation of the Existing Method 
Efficient computation of probabilistic queries posed to BNs has been one of the major 
concerns in the research area of BNs [Nel990], [LiD1994], [ZP1994], [Ne2003]. After 
the JT is built, the key step for JT based algorithms is message propagation among 
clusters. Efficiency of the HUGIN architecture mostly depends on its Global Propagation 
(GP) method. From our observations one of the noticeable limitations of the JT based 
algorithms is the total number of messages that needed to be passed by the GP method. 
4.1.1 Large Number of Message Passing Required 
The GP method of HUGIN is a coordinated sequence of message passes between clusters 
of the JT as reviewed in chapter 2. Consider a JT with n clusters. It begins by picking 
any cluster in the JT (as the root), and then performs a sequence of message passing 
starting from the leaves divided into two phases. The Collect-Evidence phase causes 
(n-\) message passes. Similarly, the Distribute-Evidence phase causes another (n-\) 
message passes. Altogether, there are exact 2x(«- l ) messages need to be passed to 
obtain the marginality of the clusters of the JT [LS1988], [JLO1990]. It is obvious that 
the HUGIN architecture needs to pass a large number of messages when n is large, which 
occurs when the BN is large and complex. 
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A single message in the GP method of HUGIN architecture from one cluster of 
the JT to another cluster through the separator requires a large number of arithmetic 
operations. Consider two adjacent clusters C, and C2 with the separator 512 in the figure 
4-1. The single message passing is shown in figure 4-1 where cluster C, sends a message 
through the separator Sn to cluster C2. 
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Figure 4-1 Scenario of a single message pass. 
When a cluster C, passes a message to cluster C2 (or C2 absorbs the message 
from C,) two-step of computation needs to be done in sequence: 




(2) Updating the cluster potential, 0)™" = cpf * c^'". 
The potential <D12 is the so-called "message" passed from cluster C, to cluster C2 
in the JT [WuJ2006]. Thus a single message pass by the GP method requires 3 kinds of 
arithmetic operations: summations, multiplications and a substantial number of divisions. 
As HUGIN needs 2 x ( « - l ) messages to be passed, huge numbers of arithmetic 
operations are required to process these messages. Table 4-1 shows the large amount of 
arithmetic operations needed by HUGIN on different BNs. 









































































































































Table 4-1 shows the BNs we used for our experiments on the first column and then 
the total number of nodes that each BN has. The next column shows the total number of 
clusters of the JT for each BN and then total messages needed to be passed by GP method 
of the HUGIN architecture for inference. The last two columns of table 1 show arithmetic 
operations needed to pass the total number of messages by the HUGIN architecture. 
From the data presented in table 4-1, it is clear that a large number of message 
pass will require huge number of operations. Thus lowering the number of message pass 
can increase the computational efficiency of the GP method of HUGIN architecture. 
4.1.2 Computationally Expensive Architecture 
The computational cost of the JT based algorithms is in fact the cost of performing the 
message passing by the GP method in that tree and the efficiency of the algorithm largely 
depends on the efficiency of the GP method. According to HUGIN architecture, a JT 
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with n clusters, 2 x ( « - l ) messages needed to be passed to convert the cluster 
potentials into cluster marginals. This propagation architecture of HUGIN works 
efficiently for sparse networks, but its performance degrades quickly for dense networks 
[PPGH1994]. Its complexity is exponential with respect to the size of the largest cluster 
of the JT [Dar2003]. Because of this, still exact inference can be computationally very 
expensive. 
Although Cooper [Col987] showed that "exact belief propagation in Bayesian 
networks can be NP-hard", exact computation is practical for many problems of practical 
interest. Dagum and Luby [DL1993] proved that approximating probabilistic inference in 
BNs is also NP-hard. Given the NP-hard complexity results, one of the major challenges 
in applying BNs into real-world applications is the design of efficient exact/approximate 
inference algorithms working under real-time constraints for very large probabilistic 
models. 
As the initialization is concerned with the formation of cluster potentials which 
are the main participants later in GP, this phase has a potentially significant impact on the 
subsequent propagation phase which consists of a lot of message passing. Thus, the 
improvement of the initialization can possibly also improve the performance of the GP 
method of HUGIN architecture. For efficient propagation with HUGIN, many 
modifications have been proposed [SP1991], [CDM1993], [DY2003], [BZKP2006], 
[WuJ2006] in the literature, but no effort has been spent to improve the initialization 
phase and this presents both challenge and opportunity to develop efficient initialization 
method that can lead towards faster inference than the conventional HUGIN architecture. 
4.2 Motivative Example 
The major operations of HUGIN architecture is the propagation of messages between 
clusters of the JT. Before that the purpose of the initialization phase of the HUGIN 
architecture is to form a cluster potential by first assigning the CPD of a node in the BN 
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to an appropriate cluster in the JT that contains the node itself and its parents from the 
DAG, and then multiplying all assigned CPDs. If a node's CPD can be assigned to more 
than one cluster, then the initialization approach of HUGIN assigns the CPD of that node 
arbitrarily to any cluster of the JT which contains the node and its parents. If no CPD is 
assigned to a cluster, the potential of that cluster is unity. According to HUGIN 
architecture, a JT with n clusters, 2 x (n -1) numbers of messages needed to be passed 
to convert the cluster potentials into cluster marginals. But from our observation, 
marginality of clusters can be obtained with lesser message passing in the JT by 
modifying the initialization phase of the HUGIN architecture. This can lead to faster 
inference with HUGIN architecture. Consider the example in figure 4-2. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4-2 (a) A BN. (b) A Junction tree converted form the BN in (a). 
The above junction tree in figure 4-2(b) has 6 clusters, namely, 
{C, = {abd},C2 = {ace},C3 = {ade},C4 = {ceg},C5 = {def},C6 = {egh}} created from 
the 8 nodes {a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h} from the BN in figure 4-2(a). The message passing 
schema on the JT of figure 4-2(b) by HUGIN architecture is described in the next sub 
section. 
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4.2.1 Total Number of Message Passes by HUGIN 
According to HUGIN, the main criterion for assigning CPDs in the initialization phase is: 
'A CPD of a node can only be assigned to a cluster if the node itself and its 
parents are preset on that cluster. If a CPD of a node can be assigned to more 
than one cluster, then it can be assigned arbitrarily, and if no CPDs is assigned to 
a cluster, then assign 1 as the potential of that cluster.' 
From the BN given in figure 4-2(a) CPDs of the nodes that can be assigned to 
only one cluster will be assigned first. For example, node b and its parent node a both 
are present only in cluster C, of the JT in figure 4-2(b). Thus the CPD for node b will be 
assigned to the cluster C,. After the assignment of CPDs of all the nodes of the BN from 
figure 4-2(a), the initial potentials for the clusters of the JT of figure 4-2(b) will be: 
<3>, = p(b | a).p{d | b) 




0 6 = p(h | ge) 1 (1) 
Here, it is noticeable that, though CPD for node a and node e are assigned in 
cluster C3 and C4 respectively, they could have been assigned to other clusters. Table 4-
2 shows the detail information for these two nodes. By following the HUGIN approach 
the CPDs for both nodes are assigned arbitrarily. For example in equation (1), CPD of 
node a is assigned to cluster C3 and CPD of node e to cluster C4 . 
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So for HUGIN, 
Total number message pass required is = 2*(6-l) = 10 (where, n = 6) 
After the initialization of CPDs of nodes from the BN, total number of message 
passes required by HUGIN is 10 i.e. after the propagation with 10 messages, the cluster 
potentials of the JT given in figure 4-2(b) will be cluster marginals. 
Dan Wu and Karen Jin [WuJ2006] investigated this message passing schema of 
HUGIN algebraically. By studying the factorizations of a joint probability distribution 
defined by a Bayesian network before and after the GP method is performed, they 
revealed that the messages passed are separator marginals or factors in their 
factorizations. By utilizing the revealed semantics of the messages by their ASM 
procedure they successfully avoided passing up to half of the messages that could have 
had to be passed by the GP method. 
4.2.2 Total Number of Message Passes by HUGIN with ASM 
Wu and Jin [WuJ2006] with their ASM procedure avoided passing upto half of the 
messages that could have had to be passed by the GP method of HUGIN architecture. For 
our observation we also applied the ASM procedure on the same example to find out the 
total number of message passes that can be saved by this procedure. 
Following the classical approach of initialization by HUGIN, after the 
initialization phase on the JT given in figure 4-2(b), the initial potential of the clusters 
will be same as equation (1). 
Now before applying the GP method of HUGIN architecture, if we first apply the 
ASM procedure to allocate separator potentials of the JT from figure 4-2(b), we will 




Figure 4-3 ASM procedure before propagation. 
From figure 4-3, as CPD for node a is assigned to cluster C3 and CPD for node 
d is assigned to cluster C,, the separator potential .S^ = {ad} of the JT needs to be 
factorized [15]. Separator potential S23 = {ae} and 524 = {ce} also needs to be factorized 
but S46 = {eg} and 5*35 = {de} as a whole can be assigned to cluster C6 and C5 
respectively. Thus applying the ASM procedure, we obtain that, 2 separator potentials are 
as a whole needed to be passed and 3 separator potentials needed to be factorized. So 
after the initialization phase, the potentials of the clusters of the JT will be: 
<J>, = p(a).p(b I a).p(d | b) = p(abd) <J>2 = p(c \ a).p(a).p(e \ c) = p(ace) 
0>3 = p(a).p(d).p(e) = p(ade) <P4 = p(g | c).p(c).p(e | c) = p(ceg) 
^5 = P(f I de).p(de) = p(def) <D6 = p(h \ ge).p(e).(g | e) = p(egh). 
(2) 
By explaining the GP method of HUGIN architecture algebraically, Wu and Jin 
[WuJ2006] showed that the messages received by each cluster algorithmically in the GP 
method are equal to the allocated separator marginal or its factors received by each 
cluster potential algebraically. Thus in equation (2) all cluster potentials are cluster 
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marginals after allocation of appropriate separator marginals. So the cluster which does 
not need to multiply its separator marginal is marginal automatically without needing to 
receive anything from its neighboring clusters. 
The arrows in figure 4-3 show the directions of the messages that needed to be 
passed. The GP method of HUGIN with ASM procedure needs to pass only 8 messages 
to achieve the marginality of the clusters of the JT given in figure 4-2(b) (or figure 4-3). 
According to ASM [WuJ2006] the other messages passed by the GP method are identity 
as function 1, which has no effect on the receiving clusters. Thus ASM saves 2 messages 
that needed to be passed by HUGIN architecture. 
The main goal of message passing or propagation is to transform the cluster 
potentials into cluster marginals. The potentials of clusters are obtained by assigning all 
the CPDs from the original BN to appropriate clusters of the JT. But from our 
observation, if the CPDs of the nodes of the BN can be assigned to the clusters of the JT 
in a more informed way, then the marginality can be achieved automatically without 
needing to receive anything from its neighbors. Thus it can save some more messages 
during the propagation phase and improve the efficiency of the HUGIN architecture. 
4.2.3 Observations 
By following the classical initialization approach of HUGIN, after the assignment of the 
CPDs of nodes from the BN given in figure 4-2(a) which can be assigned to only one 
cluster (without multiple assignment options) of the JT in figure 4-2(b) (CPDs for node a 
and e are not assigned as they can have multiple options) the cluster potentials will be: 
<J>, = p(b | a).p(d | b) 
<b -1 
14*3 - 1 
0>5=/K/|<fe) 
0>2 = p(c | a) 
#4 = Pig 1 C) 
#6 = P(h I ge) 
I (3) 
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It is noted that in the above equation (3), the CPDs from node a and e have not 
been assigned. From table 4-2 we can see that node a and e have multiple options of 
clusters where their CPDs can be assigned. For this kind of scenario, our observation is: 
"if a variable xj and its parents Fx is a subset of two or more clusters, then 
choose the cluster where by assigning the CPD of x, the marginality of that 
cluster's can be achieved. " 
Let's consider node a first from the BN in figure 4-2(a). Among the three options 
of clusters {C^C2,C^} given in table 4-2, if we assign the CPD of node a (i.e. p(a)) to 
cluster C2 , the potential of cluster C2 will be: 
O2 (ace) = p(c | a).p(a) (4) 
If we assign CPD of node a to cluster C3 the potential of cluster C3 will be: 
<3>2(ade) = p(a) (5) 
From equation (4) and (5), one can see, either way, after the assignment of the 
CPD for node a, neither cluster C2 nor C3 achieves the marginality. But if we choose 
cluster C, which has 3 nodes and 2 CPDs among the 3 nodes are already assigned to it, 
then the cluster potential of C, will be: 
<J>, (abd) = p(b | a).p(d \ b).p(a) (6) 
Thus, cluster potential of C, can be cluster marginal automatically as it has 3 
nodes and CPDs for all the 3 nodes are already assigned to it. 
Now for node e of the BN in figure 4-2(a), both options of clusters C2,C^ from 
the JT in figure 4-2(b) will have the same effect i.e. if we assign CPD of node e to 
cluster C2 or to cluster C4 both the cluster will not be automatically marginal and will 
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need more CPDs to achieve the marginality. For this example CPD for node e i.e. 
p(e | c) is assigned to cluster C2. 
After the initialization of all the CPDs of nodes from the BN, the potentials of 
clusters will be: 
<5, = p(a).p(b | a).p{d \b) <$>2 = p(e | c).p(c | a) 
<D3=1 a> 4 = j P (g | c ) ^ (7) 
0 5 = p(f | de) 0 6 = p(h | ge) 
If we consider equation (7), it is noted that, the potential of cluster C, is already 
marginal as shown in equation (6). Thus it will not require receiving anything from its 
neighbors (according to ASM [WuJ2006] the message received by cluster C, is function 
1 which has no effect on the receiving cluster) but can actively pass messages to its 
neighboring clusters on the JT. 
Now if we apply ASM [WuJ2006] procedure based on this informed initialization 
on equation (7), we will obtain figure 4-4. 
Figure 4-4 ASM procedure after informed initialization. 
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After this informed assignment of only one CPD for node a, applying ASM 
procedure based on the informed initialization on equation (7), we can see that, as cluster 
C, is marginal automatically, it will not require receiving anything from its neighbors. So 
the separator potential Sn as a whole can be assigned to cluster C3. Thus only the 
separator potential S23 = {ae} needed to be factorized. Other separator potentials can be 
assigned as a whole to its neighboring cluster. Thus only after 6 message passing the 
marginality of all the clusters can be obtained as: 
<D, = p{a).p{b | a).p(d \ b) = p(abd) <I>2 = p(e | c).p(c | a).p(a) - p{ace) 
<D3 = p(ad).p(e) = p(ade) <D4 = p(g | c).p(ce) = p(ceg) 
<D5 = p(f | de).p{de) = p(def) 0 6 = p(h \ ge).(ge) = p(egh) 
4.2.4 Conclusion 
Table 4-3 shows the number of message passing required on the JT presented in figure 4-
2(b) by traditional initialization of HUG1N approach, and by ASM procedure with the 
traditional initialization, and also ASM procedure after the informed initialization of CPD 
for node a presented in section 4.2 (including its sub sections). 













With HUGIN architecture for the BN presented in figure 4-2(a) based on the 
initialization in equation (1), 10 messages needed to be passed to achieve the marginality 
of the clusters of the JT in figure 4-2(b). Based on the traditional initialization approach 
as in equation (1), by applying the ASM procedure before the GP method of HUGIN, the 
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marginality can be achieve by only 8 message passing. On top of that, just by modifying 
the initialization procedure as shown in equation (7) for the scenario where a CPD of a 
node can be assigned to more than one cluster, we were able to save more messages than 
ASM. 
From the example given in section 4-2, it is clear that, by modifying the 
initialization approach, the total number of message pass can possibly be reduced. This 
improvement can be quite considerable for large BNs. Also appropriate assignments of 
the CPDs require less computation as it avoids unnecessary message passing which will 
eventually increase the computational efficiency of the architecture and lead towards 
faster inference. 
Towards the goal for faster inference algorithm, in this thesis, we propose new 
and informed initialization heuristics before the propagation is performed. These 
informed initialization heuristics can improve the performance of the HUGIN 
architecture by passing lesser messages in propagation and consequently increase the 
efficiency of the HUGIN architecture and also the ASM procedure [WuJ2006]. 
4.3 Basis of the Proposed Heuristics 
The core ideas of our proposed heuristics are based on the observations below: 
OSERVATION 1: 
p(h) p(c | h) p(t | c) 
C, 
c, h 
p(c | h).p(h) 
r 
t,c 
Pit I c) 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4-5 (a) The BN. (b) Corresponding JT with initialized CPDs. 
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Figure 4-5 (a) shows a simple BN and the corresponding JT for this BN is 
presented in figure 4-5 (b). After the initialization phase the potential for each cluster is 
<$>c = p(c | h).p(h) and <D(. = p(t | c). Now according to [JLO1990], after two phases 
of message pass with the GP method of HUGIN architecture the cluster potentials 
become cluster marginals. That means if we consider cluster C2 as the root cluster and 
after C, sends a message to C2 and C2 sends a message to C, then the potentials of C, 
and C2 will become cluster marginals. 
But according to Walley [Wal991], during the course of global propagation, after 
receiving all messages from its neighbors, a cluster potential transforms into cluster 
marginal. That means, potential of the root cluster C2 will become cluster marginal when 
it will receive a message from neighboring cluster C, even before sending a message to 
C,. 
But Dawid [Dawl992] said, a cluster potential has to be cluster marginal to be 
able to send message to its neighboring clusters. That means, in order to be able to send a 
message to neighboring cluster C2, the potential of the root cluster C, has to be cluster 
marginal. But to make the cluster potential of the root cluster C2, C, needs to send a 
message via the separator Sn. That means the cluster potential of C, has to be cluster 
marginal to be able to send a message to cluster C2 and it does not need to receive 
anything from C2 to transform the potential into marginal. This situation is proved by the 
ASM procedure [WuJ2006] where the authors revealed that separator potential (or factor 
of its factorization) is the so called message that is passed with the propagation method. 
The other messages are identified as function 1 which has no effect on the receiving 
cluster. That means as the message passed from cluster C2 to cluster C,, it has no effect 
on the cluster potential of C,. 
From the above observation, we came to the conclusion that, a cluster potential 
can become cluster marginal automatically without needing to receive anything from its 
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neighboring clusters. Our observation 2 explains how the cluster potential can become 
cluster marginal automatically. 
OSERVATION2: 
p(e\b) 
P(h\f) p(T\c,d) Pitt/) 










fh 1 fffg lp(g I e/) 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4-6 (a) A BN. (b) Junction tree. 
Consider the Bayesian network given in figure 4-6(a). If we consider a part from 
the Bayesian network with the nodes {bde}, we will obtain the figure 4-7. 
Figure 4-7 Sub Tree of the given Bayesian network in figure 4-6(a). 
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Now if we consider this subtree (figure 4-7) as an individual Bayesian network 
over a set of variables U = {b,d,e}, augmented with a set of CPDs., we know that the 
product of these CPDs will define JPD as: 
p(bde) = p(b).p(d\b).p(e\b), (1) 
For the above example presented in figure 4-7, the subtrees have 3 nodes and 
these 3 nodes are the domain of the cluster C2 = {bde} in the junction tree of figure 4-
6(b). After the initialization on the junction tree the potential of cluster C2 will be. 
4>2=p(b).p(d\b).p(e\b) (2) 
From equations (1) and (2), we can say that, c£2 = p(bde), i.e. the potential of 
the cluster C2 is marginal without needing to receive anything from it's neighbors during 
propagation. Also according to ASM procedure, message received by cluster C2 is 
identity as function 1 which has no effect on the receiving cluster C2. Thus the cluster 
potential of C2 is cluster marginal automatically. 
One can always transform a Bayesian factorization into a marginal factorization 
[WWu2004]. Also, in probability theory and statistics, the marginal distribution of a 
subset of a collection of random variables is the probability distribution of the variables 
contained in that subset. It shows that the product of the CPDs on the subBN is marginal 
to the original Bayesian network. Thus, if we consider each cluster as a part of the 
original Bayesian network then using the above observations we can prove the following 
proposition, 
PROPOSITION 1. If a cluster has n nodes, and with the initialization phase if it 
receives n CPDs then the cluster potential will be cluster marginal automatically before 




where n is the total number of node in set U which is present in the cluster C, and 
x,eU. 
Our heuristics are all based on the above proposition. The main goal of messages 
passing is to transform the cluster potentials into cluster marginals. Our heuristics tries to 
assign the CPDs of nodes in such way so that the cluster potential will not need anything 
to receive with the GP method and be marginal automatically during initialization phase. 
Thus it will avoid unnecessary messages passing and improve the efficiency of the GP 
method. 
4.4 The Proposed Heuristics 
In this thesis the problem of efficiency of JT based reasoning algorithms on Bayesian 
network is considered. It is our belief that the classical propagation method of HUGIN do 
not need to send 2 x (« -1) messages to calculate marginal ity of a cluster. From our 
observation, at initialization phase, we can assign CPDs heuristically to achieve the 
marginality of the cluster automatically before performing GP method of HUGIN 
architecture. Also by applying the ASM procedure before the GP method, we are able to 
save more messages that needed to be passed by the ASM with the traditional 
initialization approach. Thus, for our heuristics we modify the traditional initialization 
approach of HUGIN when the CPD of a node could be assigned to multiple clusters of 
the JT. 
During the time of initialization, when a node and its parents are a subset of two 
or more clusters of the JT, i.e. the CPD of a node can be assigned to more than one 
clusters, then instead of assigning it arbitrarily like the traditional HUGIN approach, we 
are proposing the following three heuristics, 
1. among the clusters of the JT where the node itself and its parents are present, the 
CPD of that node should be assigned to the cluster that has most number of CPDs 
already assigned to it, or 
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2. among the clusters of the JT where the node itself and its parents are present, the 
CPD of that node should be assigned to a cluster that has lowest number of nodes 
but highest number of CPDs already assigned to it, or 
3. for the smallest cluster of the JT (i.e. the cluster with the lowest number of nodes) 
search for all the node's CPDs that the smallest cluster possesses and assign it to 
that cluster. 
The explanation and example of our proposed heuristics is explained in the 
following sub sections. 
4.3.1 Proposed Heuristic 1 
HEURISTIC 1: During the time of initialization, when a node's potential is a subset of 
two or more clusters, i.e. the potential can be assigned to more than one cluster, instead of 
assigning it arbitrarily like the traditional HUGIN approach, 
> among the clusters of the JT where the node itself and its parents are present, the 
CPD of that node should be assigned to the cluster that has most number of CPDs 
already assigned to it 
During the time of initialization on the JT, after the assignment of CPDs of nodes 
of the BN, nodes that don't have more than one option of cluster for assignment are 
assigned first. Our heuristic searches for the appropriate clusters for the CPDs of nodes 
that can be assigned to more than one cluster. Then from the search results, we choose a 
cluster which has most number of CPDs of nodes already assigned to it. The idea is, if a 
CPD of a node can be assigned to a cluster which has most number of CPDs already 
assigned, then by the following our proposition 1, the possibility of the cluster potential 
to become cluster marginal will be high. 
For example consider the JT in figure 4-8(b) for the BN given on the left. CPD of 
node {b,c} are assigned to cluster C, and CPD of node e is assigned to cluster C3. 
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(a) A BN (b) JT for the BN in (a) 
Figure 4-8 A scenario for Proposed Heuristic 1. 
In this given JT CPD of node a is not assigned and can be assigned to both 
cluster C, or cluster C2. The classical approach of initialization of HUGIN will assign 
the CPD of node a arbitrarily. But our heuristic, instead of assigning the CPD of node a 
arbitrarily, searches for the cluster which has most number of CPDs already assigned to 
it. So, if we choose cluster C, to assign the CPD of node a (as it has highest number of 
CPDs already assigned to it among the two options for node a), then we will see that the 
potential of that cluster will be cluster marginal. So, it will not require receiving any 





IF(the node itself 
count++; 
and 
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IF(count<=l){ 
assign the CPD of the 
ELSE{ save the node to 
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FOR(each node from array-
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} 
Assign the CPD of the n 
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cluster with highest 




number of CPDs 
Figure 4-9 Pseudo code for Proposed Heuristic 1. 
This heuristic is the simplest heuristic for informed assignment of CPDs. We 
started our implementation and experiments with this heuristic with the goal to increase 
the efficiency of the HUGIN architecture. But our experiment shows that this approach 
has some limitations. For network with small number of multiple assignment options it 
produces good results, but for large networks it was taking too much time for 
initialization, also the number of messages during propagation was not lower than 
HUGIN. To remedy the limitations, we improved this simple heuristic and proposed the 
second heuristic. 
4.3.2 Proposed Heuristic 2 
HEURISTIC 2: During the time of initialization, when a node's potential is a subset of 
two or more clusters, i.e. the potential can be assigned to more than one cluster, then 
instead of assigning it arbitrarily like the traditional HUGIN approach, 
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> among the clusters of the JT where the node itself and its parents are present, the 
CPD of that node should be assigned to a cluster that has lowest number of nodes 
but highest number of CPDs already assigned to it, or 
During the initialization phase, with this heuristic, we first try to find out the 
CPDs of nodes that can be assigned to more than one cluster and save them separately. 
But the CPDs of nodes which have only one cluster as an option for initialization are 
assigned to that particular cluster during this search. After finding out the CPDs of nodes 
with multiple cluster options, for each node with multiple options, we again search for the 
cluster smallest in terms of number of nodes but have highest number of CPDs assigned 
to it, and assign the CPD of that node there. This simple informed assignment of CPDs 
helps us to achieve marginality of a cluster before the GP method is applied, which helps 
to simplify message passing and to improve efficiency of the propagation with lesser 







0 3 = p(s I be) 
Figure 4-10 A scenario for Proposed Heuristic 2. 
For example, in the scenario presented in figure 4-10, CPDs for node {r,f} are assigned 
to the cluster C,, node a is assigned to cluster C2 and node s is assigned to cluster C3 
of the JT, as these CPDs can only be assigned particularly to a single cluster. But CPDs 
for both node b and e of the BN have multiple options for assignment and can be 
assigned to both the clusters C2 or C3 of the JT. For this example, if we assign them 
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arbitrarily by following the HUGIN architecture, they might be assigned to cluster C2. 
But with our heuristic, we want to assign the CPDs for node b and e to the smallest 
clusters C3, because between clusters C2 and C3, though both of them have same 
number of CPDs assigned to it but cluster C3 is the smallest one in terms of number of 
nodes. So following our heuristic, if we assign CPD of node b and e to cluster C3 then 
because of this informed assignment, the potential of that cluster C3 will be 
<E>3 = p{b).p{e).p{s | be) i.e. will become cluster marginal automatically without needing 
to receive anything from its neighbors during propagation. This is how our informed 
assignment of CPDs of nodes can improve the performance of the HUGIN architecture 
by lowering the number of message pass that is needed by HUGIN architecture. The 




IF(the node itself and it's parents are present) 
count++; 
save the cluster in array-of-clusters;} 
} 
IF(count<=l){ 
assign the CPD of the node to array-of-clusters[0];} 
ELSE{ 
save the node to a new array-of-nodes;} 
} 
FOR(each node from array-of-nodes){ 
FOR(each cluster){ 
IF(the node itself and it's parents are present)! 
save the cluster to a new multi_cluster array;} 
} 
FOR(each cluster from multi-cluster array){ 
minCluster=find the smallest cluster in terms of nodes} 
} 
IF(length of minCluster array>l){ 
maxCluster=find the cluster with most number of CPDs assigned 
to it;} 
} 
Assign the CPD of the node to maxCluster; 
} 
Figure 4-11 Pseudo code for Proposed Heuristic 2. 
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The main idea of our 2nd heuristics is, for each CPD (that can be assigned to more 
than one cluster), search for the cluster which has lowest number of nodes and where the 
node itself and its parents are present. That means our heuristic requires an additional 
search method to find out the best option to assign a specific node's CPD to a specific 
cluster. This additional work requires additional time for initialization. We tried to 
improve this heuristic in terms of time require for initialization and propose the 3r 
heuristic. 
4.3.3 Proposed Heuristic 3 
> HEIRUSTIC 3: The initialization phase will start with the smallest cluster of the 
JT, i.e. the cluster with the lowest number of nodes, and then search for CPDs for 
all the nodes that the smallest cluster possesses and assign them to that cluster. 
For this heuristic, while building the junction tree from the Bayesian network, we 
saved the clusters in a network type variable and indexed them in ascending order in 
terms of the number of nodes they have. Also we maintain a table where we save the 
nodes whose CPD is not assigned. During the initialization phase, with our heuristic, we 
try to find out all the CPDs that can be assigned to the smallest indexed cluster. After the 
assignment, we will remove the node from the table and will continue the same method 
of initialization with the next indexed cluster. This heuristic gives the same result as the 
2nd heuristic in terms of number of message pass needed. But with the 2nd heuristic, first 
we assign all the nods that do not have multiple assignment options, then again we do the 
same search for the nodes with multiple assignment options. Whereas with our 3rd 
heuristic indexing is done during compilation of the BN and we only need to search for 
the node's CPD to find out whether that CPD can be assigned in a cluster or not. Thus 3rd 
heuristic requires lesser search which means lesser time for initialization. 
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Figure 4-12 A scenario for Proposed Heuristic 3. 
For the example in figure 4-12, while building the junction tree (on the right) 
from the BN (on the left), we indexed the clusters of the JT based on their total number of 
nodes. For example cluster C, is indexed as cluster 1 as it has only two nodes which 
makes it the smallest cluster among the 3. Table 4-4 shows the indexing order of the 
clusters for the JT given in figure 4-12. 















The initiation phase will start with the smallest cluster of the JT, i.e. cluster with 
index 1. For the JT given in figure 4-12, the smallest cluster C, needs two CPDs of node 
r and / to be assigned in order to achieve marginality automatically. Node r has no 
parents and also node r is the parent of node / . Thus the two CPDs i.e. p(r).p(f \ r) 
will be assigned in cluster C,. At the same time they will be removed from the node 
table. Then we will search for CPDs for the next indexed cluster i.e. cluster C3 and CPDs 
for all the 3 nodes i.e. node {s,b,e} will be assigned in cluster C3 and the nodes will be 
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deleted from the node-table. Next for cluster C2 we will assign the CPD of node a and 
from the node table, we will know the CPD for the other nodes has already been assigned 
in other clusters. 
Where in the same scenario, with our 2nd heuristic 9 searches (7 times for 7 nodes 
and then extra 2 times for 2 nodes with multiple assignment options) was needed, with 
our 3rd heuristic the same goal can be achieved by only 7 search for 7 nodes. Thus it will 
save the time for searching and helps for faster inference. The pseudo-code for proposed 
heuristic 3 is given below: 
1 FOR(each cluster chosen in ascending order from indexTable){ 
2 FOR(each node in the cluster){ 
3 IF(the node is present in the nodeTable){ 
4 IF(the node's parents are present in that cluster)} 
5 Assign the CPD of the node to cluster; 
6 Delete the node from the nodeTable;} 
1 } 
8 } 
Figure 4-13 Pseudo code for Proposed Heuristic 3. 
4.3.4 Complexity Analysis for Proposed Heuristics 
Our first heuristic is the simplest one which was not showing that much improvement 
during the experiments. Second heuristic is the one which actually lowered the number of 
message pass but was taking extra time for initialization. The third heuristic is the 
modified version of the second one which lowered the number of message pass same as 
the second one but decreases the initialization time than the second heuristic. Thus we 
have built the third heuristic gradually from the first and second heuristics. Our third 
heuristic is the most efficient heuristic among the three in terms of number of message 
pass and time for initialization, so an analysis is done only on this third heuristic. 
The running time of the algorithm is entirely dominated by the innermost for loop 
in lines 5 and 6 of the pseudo code of heuristic 3 (figure 4-13). The statement of line 5 is 
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basically an algebraic multiplication operation between two CPDs of nodes from original 
BN. Line 6 is simply a remove statement. Therefore the number of times line 5 is 
executed makes it the dominant term. If the number of clusters is m and number of nodes 
is n, then the outer for loop (line 1) gets executed m times and the inner for loop and as 
well as the dominant line 5 gets executed n times. Therefore line 5 gets executed mn 
times. And if the cost of execution of line 5 is c, then the total cost of executing line 5 as 
well as the algorithm is cmn. Disregarding the constant cost c, in O-notation we 
conclude that the complexity of our 3rd heuristic is 0{mri). 
Cooper [Co 1987] showed that "exact belief propagation in Bayesian networks can 
be NP-hard". Dagum and Luby [DL1993] proved that approximating probabilistic 
inference in BNs is also NP-hard. As the problem is already NP-hard all the researches 
invested in this area is to make the algorithm efficient in practice by introducing various 
types of heuristics to make the message propagation faster. Following the same path our 
heuristic tries to make the algorithm efficient by informed initialization step in practice. 
Our informed initialization heuristic is particularly used to rapidly come to a solution that 
is hoped to be one of many efficient solutions but this solution cannot change the NP-
hard result of BN inference. 
4.3.5 Passing Lesser Messages for Inference 
The revelation of the messages in the GP method suggests a new heuristic to compute the 
cluster marginals before the propagation method of HUGIN architecture. The idea comes 
from the example in section 4.2, in which we demonstrated that the marginality of 
clusters can also be achieve automatically by assigning all the CPDs of nodes that a 
cluster possesses. And we already know that in order to obtain the cluster marginal with 
the GP method of HUGIN, one only needs to multiply the originally assigned CPDs of a 
cluster with the allocated separator marginal(s) or the factors in its (their) factorization(s) 
suggested by the procedure ASM [WuJ2006]. As the originally assigned CPDs, are 
always available from a given BN, its easier to find out the needed CPDs to transform a 
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cluster marginal and then it becomes the a task of multiplication those CPDs during 
propagation. And once a cluster potential becomes marginal during initialization, it 
would not need to receive anything from its neighbors during propagation. Also with the 
ASM procedure the neighboring separator potential of that automatically marginal cluster 
can be assigned as a whole (no factorization needed) to its neighboring clusters. 
From the above analysis, a cluster potential can become cluster marginal 
automatically once all CPDs of the nodes that the cluster possesses are assigned to that 
cluster. Then if we consider the allocated marginal or the factors of the separator 
marginal's factorization received by a cluster from its neighboring cluster as a message, 
then it is easy to verify that there is no need to pass 2 x (n -1) (where n denotes the 
number of cluster in a JT) messages as in the GP method. On top of that, as we are 
considering achieving the marginality of clusters during the initialization stage, the 
possibility of becoming the cluster potential into cluster marginals is higher than the 
ASM procedure. For example, applying the GP method on the example in section 4.2 
figure 4-2 requires passing 2 x (6 -1) = 10 messages; by applying the ASM procedure on 
the same example only 8 messages are really needed. But because of informed 
assignment of CPDs with our heuristic, we only need 6 messages for the same example. 
This saving of the number of messages directly translates to a significant amount of 
arithmetic computation required by the GP method. 
4.4 Conclusion 
Our heuristic 1 is the very simple heuristic by which we gain the confidence to research 
farther for better initialization approach. But because of its simplicity, it has some 
limitations. To overcome the limitation, we designed the second heuristic, which is the 
best heuristic among the 3 heuristics for efficient inference in terms of number of 
messages required for propagation. But we believe 'time' is also a vital factor for any 
architecture or procedure. That is why in the 3rd heuristic, we modified the 2nd heuristic in 
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terms of time required for initialization. But the total number of message passing is same 
for both the 2nd and 3rd heuristics. 
The goal of the informed assignment of CPDs of nodes is to achieve marginality 
of clusters before the propagation method. By achieving this goal, the clusters which will 
be marginal automatically with informed initialization, will not require to receive any 
messages from its neighbors and by this way considerable number of messages can be 
saved that needed to be passed by HUG1N architecture. Also because of ensuring the 
cluster's marginality before the propagation, the ASM procedure will also require lesser 
number of messages. Fewer number of message pass means fewer number of 
computations which can lead towards faster inference than the original HUGIN approach. 
We have conducted a preliminary experiment on a number of publicly available 
BNs. The experimental results are given in next chapter from where it can be seen that by 
informed assignment of CPDs of nodes, we can save considerable number of messages 
that would have had to be passed by the GP method of HUGIN. This suggests that 
propagation based on informed initialization could be more efficient than the GP method. 
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5. IMPLIMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS 
In this chapter, we present the implementation details of our experiments. We start by 
explaining the case when a node's CPD can be assigned to more than one cluster and the 
frequency of the occurrence of this case for which our heuristics are designed and 
developed. We have implemented the classical method of HUGIN for initialization to 
compare with the performance of our proposed initialization heuristics. The results show 
considerable improvement is possible by applying our informed initialization heuristics 
on HUGIN architecture. 
5.1 Experimental Setup 
The experiment involves several different BNs, collected from the publicly available 
HUGIN repository. These networks can be found at the 
http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/labs/compbio/Repository/ and 
http://forum.HUGIN.com/index.php?board=12.0. All the implementations are done with 
C/C++ on eclipse IDE on Windows operating system with 512MB of RAM, on Intel® 
M® 1.4 GHz processor. 
For the experiments and comparison, we have implemented: 
> the traditional HUGIN architecture (base for comparison) 
> the ASM procedure with HUGIN architecture 
> our heuristics with both ASM and HUGIN 
After the implementation, we experimented with the collected Bayesian networks 
and compared the results to confirm the improvement of our heuristics. Before 
conducting the comparisons between our informed initialization heuristics and the 
traditional initialization approach, we tried to find out the number of occurrence of the 
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case where a node's CPD can be assigned to multiple clusters, as an informed 
initialization is possible on this specific case. 
5.2 Frequency of the Occurrence of the Multiple Assignment 
Options for a CPD 
During initialization, if a node's CPD could possibly be assigned to more than one cluster 
then the traditional HUGIN architecture assigns the CPD of that node arbitrarily to any 
one cluster. From our observation discussed in previous sections, initialization can be 
done in a more informed way for this scenario that ultimately can improve the 
performance of the HUGIN architecture. That is why, the frequency of the occurrences of 
the stated scenario is important to the proposed heuristic. The first experiment is to find 
out how many times this specific scenario occurs for each BN. Table 5-1 shows the 
results for this experiment. 





















































































































Table 5-1 shows the names of the BNs on the first column and total number of 
nodes of the BN followed by total number of clusters for the JT of that BN in the next 
columns. Among the total number of nodes, CPDs of nodes that have multiple 
assignment options are listed on the next column. The last column of table 5-1 shows the 
percentage of the frequency of the occurrence of the stated scenario. 
Experiment results in table 5-1 confirm that the occurrences of the scenario in 
which the proposed heuristic can be applied are not rare. Thus, our heuristics will 
potentially improve the performance of the classical HUGIN architecture. 
With the goal to improve the performance of HUGIN architecture, we 
implemented our informed initialization heuristics, and also the traditional initialization 
approach of HUGIN. For both the case we applied ASM procedure before the GP method 
and compared the results to obtain the improvement that is possible with our heuristics. 
5.3 Comparisons 
In this thesis, we considered the total number of message passing as one of the main 
criteria for comparison. The number of additions, multiplications and divisions are used 
as a measure for the comparison of different BN propagation algorithms by Lepar and 
Shenoy in [LeShl998]. Following that we also compared our heuristics with classical 
approach by the actual number of arithmetic operations needed. We also compared all the 
experiment results in terms of time each approaches takes to compute the results to 
ensure the efficiency of our proposed heuristics. In summery, the criteria for comparisons 
with the classical approaches are: 
a) Number of message passing required, 
b) Number of operations (additions, multiplications and divisions) required, 
c) Execution time. 
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5.3.1 Number of Message Passing Required 
As the message passing is the most important operation in the HUGIN architecture, 
numbers of messages needed to pass have a great impact on the performance of this 
architecture. That is why the main criteria of our comparison for the efficiency of the 
HUGIN architecture is the number of message passing required. Along with our informed 
initialization heuristics for HUGIN, we also implemented both the classical HUGIN 
architecture and the ASM procedure with HUGIN to compare the results for 
improvement on the performance of the HUGIN architecture. Table 5-2 shows the results 
for this experiment. 



















































































































































AVERAGE IMPROVEMENT from HUGIN = 33.58%. 
AVERAGE IMPROVEMENT from ASM = 3.54%. 
All our heuristics help to save considerable amount of messages that needed to be 
passed by the HUGIN architecture but as our main two heuristics (heuristic 2 and 3) give 
the same results in terms of total number of message pass only one column is used in 
table 5-2 to show the experiment results for our heuristics. Here we compared our 
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heuristics with the classical HUGIN approach and also with the HUGIN approach with 
ASM [WuJ2006] procedure. 
From the experiment results presented in table 5-2, it is visible that by modifying 
the initialization step, considerable amount of messages can be saved from the traditional 
HUGIN approach and also from the HUGIN approach with ASM. Fewer messages mean 
fewer computations in lesser time to compute which definitely improve the performance 
of the HUGIN architecture. 
5.3.2 Number of Operations 
A single message pass by the GP method of the HUGIN architecture is based on concise 
messages passes between two adjacent clusters in a JT. When one cluster sends a 
message to another cluster over the separators between them, first the separator potential 
needs to be updated with summation operation with respect to the cluster sending 
message. Then it updates the receiving cluster's potential with multiplication and division 
operations. Thus single message pass in HUGIN requires 3 arithmetic operations: 
summations, multiplications and division. Consider two adjacent clusters C, and C2 with 
the separator Sn in the figure 5-1. The single message passing is shown in figure 5-1 
where cluster C, sends a message through the separator Sl2 to cluster C2. 






<5>c)l*>n O™ = o f * o;2
e'" 
Figure 5-1 Arithmetic Operations for a single message pass by HUGIN. 
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A sum-out operator acts on a potential and a set of variables. It sums out the 
variables in the given set and returns a potential defined over a smaller set of variables. 
The division operator acts on two potentials and returns a quotient potential. But a single 
message passing after applying the ASM procedure can be done just by multiplying the 
originally assigned CPDs of a cluster with the allocated separator(s) marginals(s) or the 
factor in its (their) factorization(s). Thus when HUGIN requires a substantial number of 
the divisions along with summation and multiplication, ASM procedure only requires 2 
operations: summations and multiplications. As our heuristics also apply the ASM 
procedure before message passing, division operation is also not needed in our heuristics. 









































































































AVERAGE IMPROVEMENT from HUGIN = 36.88%. 
Table 5-3 shows the number of arithmetic operations needed by the GP method of 
HUGIN architecture with the traditional initialization approach and by our informed 
initialization heuristics. This experiment results show that, lesser number of messages can 
improve the performance of any message passing algorithm with fewer computations. 
Thus, informed initialization of CPDs can improve the efficiency of the HUGIN 
architectures. 
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5.3.3 Execution Time 
A real-time computing system is defined as one in which the correctness of a 
computation depends not only on its accuracy but also on its timeliness. Therefore, we 
also compare our heuristics with the HUGIN approach in terms of propagation time. 
Table 5-4 shows the results of this experiment: 




































































AVERAGE IMPROVEMENT from HUGIN = 40.80%. 
From the experimental results given in table 5-4, it is clear that by modifying the 
initialization approach we can do faster inference with lesser massage passing. We can 
save large number of messages that needed to be passed by the traditional GP method of 
HUGIN architecture. Fewer messages require fewer calculations and lesser time to 
propagate. This suggests that propagation based on the informed initializations can offer 
more efficient propagation than the GP method of HUGIN architecture. 
The main idea of our heuristics is, for each CPD (which has more than one cluster 
where they can be assigned), search for the cluster which is the best option with the goal 
to be marginal before the propagation phase. That means our heuristics require an 
additional search method to find out the best option to assign a specific node's CPD to a 
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specific cluster and this additional work requires additional time. Table 5-5 shows the 
extra initialization time required by our heuristics in comparison with the HUGIN 
approach. 



































































From the table 5-5 results, we can see that our heuristics require additional time 
for initialization; on the other hand from table 5-4, we can see that the propagation time 
decreased because of our informed initializations. That means on an average, the total 
time require for inference can be same or very close to the classical HUGIN approach. 
But once the initialization on the JT is done for only one time, propagation can be done 
many times on the same JT to process any observation. Thus, propagation time is the 
major concern for faster inference and the efficiency of the algorithm largely depends on 
the efficiency of the propagation of HUGIN architecture. From the experiment results it 
is shown that our heuristics increase the efficiency of the propagation method by 
lowering number of message pass required and eventually decrease the time required for 
propagation. Thus the extra time required by our heuristics for informed initialization can 
be ignored. Also optimization of the implemented code may decrease the time more both 
for informed initialization and propagation. 
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5.4 Conclusion 
From the experiment results provided in this chapter, it is clear that informed 
initialization has a large impact on the performance of the GP method of HUGIN 
architecture. As propagation is the most important task to inference by HUGIN 
architecture, improving the efficiency of this phase will definitely improve the 
performance of the HUGIN architecture. The efficiency of the propagation method is 
improved by our heuristics with lesser number of messages that needed to be passed by 
HUGIN. Lesser number of messages means lesser number of arithmetic operations which 
lead toward faster inference with HUGIN architecture. 
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
Most artificial intelligence approaches for reasoning under uncertainty are based on 
Bayesian schemes. Efficient computation of probabilistic queries posed to Bayesian 
networks - has been one of the major concerns in the research area of Bayesian networks. 
Focusing the efficiency for inferencing with BN, the main contribution of this thesis is 
the modified initialization heuristics for HUGIN architecture for faster inferences. As 
HUGIN is considered as one of efficient architecture for reasoning under uncertainty, 
efficiency of the message propagation of this architecture is a very important issue in the 
area of junction tree based algorithms. The propagation method of HUGIN is a 
coordinated sequence of message passes. Main purpose of the message passing by 
HUGIN is to achieve marginality of the clusters, as inference can only be done on 
marginal clusters. Our heuristics proved that HUGIN do not need to pass 2 x (n -1) 
messages to achieve the marginality of the clusters of the junction tree. Wu and Jin by 
their ASM procedure [WuJ2006] also successfully avoided passing up to half of the 
messages that could have had to be passed by the GP method of HUGIN. The goal for 
informed initialization is to achieve the marginality of the clusters before the propagation 
method is performed. As each message passing requires significant number of 
calculations and time, by achieving the marginality goal before the propagation we are 
successful to pass even lesser number of messages than Wu and Jin's ASM procedure 
and the classical HUGIN approach as well. 
In this thesis, we have studied a scenario for initialization for junction tree based 
algorithms where a node's conditional probability distribution (CPD) can be assigned to 
more than one cluster. When by classical approach, in this scenario, CPD is assigned 
arbitrarily to any cluster of the JT; our research and experiments revealed that by 
modifying the initialization for this scenario we can improve the proficiency of this 
algorithm. By our experiment results it is proved that the marginally of the junction tree 
can also be achieved from the initialization phase by which the algorithm's performance 
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can be improved with lesser number of message passing in comparison with the 
traditional architecture. 
The main contribution of this thesis is the comparisons of efficiency of the 
propagation schema in terms of number of message pass and number of operation and 
execution time required. The results obtained in the experiments are encouraging and 
showed that the improved initialization schemes outperformed the classical HUGIN 
approach and the ASM procedure for most of the cases. 
This informed initialization leads towards faster inference with lesser number of 
message pass and the efficiency of the architecture improve. Also optimization of the 
implemented code may decrease the time more both for informed initialization and 
propagation. So it is clear that more efficient method for inference can possibly be 
designed based on the informed initialization revealed in this thesis. 
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